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ABSTRACT

In this dissertation, the intersections of ethnicity,

sexuality and gender in the experience of lesbian women fron non-

Engl-ish-speaking backgrounds are investigated through use of l-iterary,

theoretical and empirical naterials. There is a particul-ar emphasis on

rvomen from ItaÌian-Australian background.

The roles of social ascription, community acknowledgement and

personal agency in the personal identity formation of lesbians fron non-

English-speaking backgrounds are assessed. The applicability of ¡rodel-s

of 'cultural- conflict' and tcultural complementarity or choicet are also

evaluated when discussing these wonen's positions within their ethnic

faniLies and comnunities, within the wider Austrai-ian society, and

within 
.the 

predominantl-y Anglo-feminist lesbian movenent.

The diversity of experience and situation that exists breaks

man.'!' of the stereotypes and presunptions made about J-esbians, and indeed

about a.l-1 women from non-English-speaking backgrounds.
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Chapter One: INTRODUCTION

Section One: Concerns and Ob,jectives of the Study.

I'm a Sicil-ian-Italian-American Lesbian'

the scum of the scum of the scum,

forgotten by those who screan

in protest because they are

forgotten,

and I am neither seen nor heard.

"The Fly"

Rose Romano, an Ita-l-ian-American poet, presents her personal and social-

positions cJ-early in her poetry(1990:40). She explores her triply

marginalised identity- as wom&n' as non-English-speaking background

(NESÐ.-, as l-esbian- and the constitution of this identity as non-

existent by her Italian community, as invisible by the wider Americatr

society, and insignificant by the predominantl-y Ang-lo-American feminist

movement.

The triple marginalisation, or further marginalisation if social- cÌass

is also taken into account, of lesbians from non-English-speaking

backgrounds lacks research in Australia. Research by feminists such as

Rowland(1988) has given us the awareness of how wonen receive

conf-l-icting messages about who they are. This research has been vital- in

g"n""rrSs the nechanisns to avoid or resolve conflicts, or make women

active agents, when confronted by shaping or moulding to fit the

existing socio-cultural and political structures and discourses of
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femininity and wonanhood. The boundaries of possibilities for women on

the sexual, social and cuÌtural continuum have been extended.

Neverthel-ess, most of these possibilities have become available for

white-middle class-heterosexual feminists. Working cl-ass, Aboriginal,

NESB and lesbian h,ornen have often been considered marginal, or their

specific issues incorporated into and represented by mainstream

feminism. It is largeÌy due to women from these groups that their

specific concerns have been raised, myths and misinterpretations

discredited, and a more pluralist and inclusive feminism been developed.

Where two or more marginalising factors exist such as Aboriginal-ity and

lesbianism, the issues are more conplex and their intersections in need

of exploring, rather than the woman being expected to identify with one

at the expense of the other. A question that arises is, in Pettman's

terns, "C&n one prioritise oppressions?"(1989:6). Relatedly, Meekosha

and Pettman(1990), in their paper on the inplications of such

categorisation, or "category politics", discuss how multipl-e identities

tend to be spoken of and acted on "as if they were al-ternative or

mutuaÌly excLusive definitions". They suggest, for example, th&t "woman"

tends to be positioned as an alternative identity to "Aboriginal-" or

"imnigrant". Even where new collectivities around different shared

identities have emerged, such as innigrant wonen's groups, there are

still many other differences within these supposedJ.y multiple categories

such as cl-ass, occupation and age. Thus, the new categories that al-low

for a degree of multiplicity or intersection are stilÌ "homogenised or

unj,versalised...as if you cannot have a complex identity", resulting in

the subverting of experiences and objectives shared across the category

boundaries ( 1990 :2'3) ,
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The dangers of "category politics", or politics organised on the basis

of difference, soon becone evident, smaller identity groups may result

in less col-lective strength, can Lead to a pluralism that does not

challenge the powerful centre as aLl "others" are different to the

dominant centre and rendered subordinate, and individuals who have a

multiple identity may "fall between the category cracks"(Meekosha and

Pettman, 1990:7). The categories may also be seen as static and

unchanging, and without provision for the nodification of the initiaj-

developed strategies.

Meekosha and Pettnan(1990) suggest ways of dealing with the fLaws of

"categlory politics" beginning with a conscious recognition of the rnany

sites of power and oppression, and their commonalities and overlaps.

And, in reLation to women, there needs to be a recognition that ç{onen

are not divided by categories such as ethnicity and sexual preference

but rather by the consequences of donination and discrimination based on

these categories as pr&ctised in patriarchal society. This awareness

¡tust then be noulded into action, including integrating the categories

within mainstrean discourses such as mul-ticulturalism, feminism and gay

activisn, constantly shuffling, refornuLating, and pushing at their

boundaries. At a practical level, the language of "oppression,

solidarity and conmunity need both deconstructing and

tightening"(1990:14), and reseårch projects nust take on the challenges

and multi-dinensionaì- denands of nultiple identity studies.

Also highlighted in the peper by Meekosha and Pettnan(1990) is the fact

that the cl-ain to representation of a comnunity or "category" is often
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appropriated by the most privileged members of the minority group. It

can be added that this appropriation is also indicative of which menbers

of the minority group are the most acceptable or assimi-Iative to the

dominant mailtstream. Thus, men from NESB tend to represent both genders,

and heterosexuaL, middle cl,ass women from NESB predominate in any

discussion or political action without presentinB the positions of

homosexual women. "SexuaLity must not be a code word for

heterosexuality, or women a code word for white women" (Espin,1984 a 445') ,

or NESB experience realJ-y NESB men's experience.

In the light of Meekosha and Pettman's proposals, this study is an

attempt to move beyond homogenous categorisation by researching across

identity boundaries and by investigating the positions of those who are

not the privileged or acceptabJ-e representatives of multicultural,

femínist and gay activist minority groups. The major questions of this

study are indicative of the above precepts. What are the positions of

lesbians fron NESB backgrounds in constructing personal identities

within the available sets of cultural norms and discourses? What

alternatives are available in dealing with triple marginalisation? Do

they maintain strong identifying links with their ethnic cuÌtures,

values and backgrounds? Do they becone part of the predominantly Anglo-

lesbian-feminist movenent and sever links with their ethnic backgrounds?

Or do they neander between the two, and whatever other

identities/associations are available, their negotiations being based

upon choice, need, the availability of supportive social groups, or what

is less emotionally and psycho-ì-ogically "costIy"?
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Lesbians fron ethnic backgrounds do not inhabit a separate and invisible

part of the social formation. They are engaged in exactly the same

institutional structures as other members of a society, i.n different

rel-ations and on different trajectories. if the Iiberation of some women

in society is bound up with the l-iberation of all women, and if some

Ívomen are neglected or rendered invisible, or ignorance informs

nainstean multicul-tural, feminist and gay activist judgenents, then

patriarchal power-relations that have sought to "divide and conquer"

womerì are sustained. Bannerji(1987) and Pettnan(1989, 1991) see the need

to ask who is speaki.ng, who is listening, and who is being silenced. To

these questions coul-d be added whose language is being spoken, what are

the listener's prejudicial filters of information, end whose desire for

siLence is being violated?

By exanining the intersections of ethnicity, gender and sexual-ity, with

sone specific reference to the experiences of migrant and second

generation women of Italian background in Austral-ia as illustrative

exampJ.es, this study attempts to take several steps forward in

understanding the situations and negotiations of all non-English-

speaking women in Australia and in challenging the invisibil-ity that

often negates the very existence of lesbians from NESB backgrounds, or

constitutes them as the insignificant other vuÌnerable to i.gnorant

speculation or representation.

Section Two: The Structure of the Study.
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Given the paucity of material in Australia on the intersections of

ethnicity, gender and sexual,ity, it is necessary to establ-ish a broad

and yet thorough theoretical- franework which would allow an extension

inbo empirical research at a later stage,

First, the definitions and constructions of personal- identity, ethnic

identity' and sexual/lesbian identity are examined. The contradictions

and convergence of sel"f-identification and social ascription of identity

are investigated in each catesory. By way of exampì-e, this theoretical

overview is followed by a literature review of the studies of first-
generation Italian migrants in Austral-j.a and Italy, in particular

Italian women's social, sexual, familial- identities; and the

presentation of the models of 'cultural- conflict' and tcu-Ltural

synthesis' which seek to explain second-generation Italian-Australian

women's social, sexual, famiLial identitiesIsee Appendix A and the

discussion of these terms in Chapter Twol. The investigation,

misinterpretation or omission of the intersections of ethnicity, gender

and sexual-ity in regard to Italian women a,re presented.

The study then progresses to an investigation of the predominantly

AngLo-Saxon feninist novement's difficulties with and responses to the

intersections of ethnicity, sexuality and gender, evident in the

philosophical shift fron "universal-isn" to "unity in

diversity" ( Eisenstein, 1984 ) .

This study concludes with an attempt to examine the intersections of

ethnicity, gender and sexuality in the personal identity formation of

Iesbians fron NESB. The roJ-es of social ascription, conmunity
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acknowledÉenent and personal agency in this process are investigated, as

well as the applicability of the 'cultural- conflict' or 'cultural

synthesis' model-s in the women's relationships with ethnic family and

connunity, the wider Austral-ian society, and the predominantly Anglo-

feminist lesbian movement. The theoretical, anecdobal-, and reflective

writings of lesbians fron various ethnic backgrounds, main.l-y fron

America and England, are analysed and supplemented by the opinions and

experiences discussed with the researcher by four itaÌian-Austral-ian

lesbians. These will provide a range of experiences and voices where the

issues of ethnicity, sexuality and personal identity construction are

explored. As Larbalestier(1991) writes, the very act of writing about

one's l-ife in all its multipl-icities is challenging dominant discourses

and is a crucial step in the process of political confrontation.

Section Three: The Parameters of the Study

Before proceeding with the study, it is necessary to acknowledge its

parameters. First, this study focuses on predoninantly Eng-ì.ish-speaking

Western societies, with Austral,ia as a sub-focus, and the

marginalisation of non-EngIish-speaking and/or non-Western women within

these societies. Second, this study of lesbians from NESB in Australia,

particularly of Italian-Australian background, is breaking new ground

and thus lacks theoretical material. Third, my insider/outsider position

in relation to the cu-ì-tural and sexual issues being addressed- insider

as an Italian-Australian woman, outsider &s an Italian-Australian

heterosexr¡al- woman- requires consideration,
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As the first paraneter is self-explanatory and essential-, given the

nature of the investigation into marginaÌised minorities in

predominantly English-speaking, Western societies, discussion will

centre on the second and third parameters.

Due to the lack of Australian material, this study uses much American

and British comparative theoretical, anecdotal and research data. A

critical review of overseas material and material- from a wide range of

ethnic groups can assist in identifying how the construction of personal

identity in lesbians from NESB in Australia may be investigated and the

application of 'cultural conflict' and tcultural complementarity' models

within which the women negotiate their positions may be examined.

Most of the Anerican and English materials that do discuss lesbians from

ethnic backgrounds, apart from a few surveys, are reflections on

personal experiences, and opinion-essays. These may seem contentious or

polemical in argunents about what constitutes sociological research

dal,a. Feminist researchers such as Davis and Kennedy, however, beÌieve

that "the vividness" of many stories by lesbians about their lives have

the potential "to generate ful-l and rich docunents about rvomen's

sexuality"(1986:390). Bottomley also believes that genres of writing can

be blurred, and the "inter-referencing" of literature and social- science

genres can reveaL a rich variety of "insights and subtleties"(1991:95),

Hence, in the light of the feminist prínciples that'the personal is

political' and individual wonen's experiences and stories are to be

valued(Pettman, 1991), this study is quite justified in drawing upon
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both the conventionaL sociological and theoretical data, as well as

gaining from the richness of personal reflective and anecdotaL material.

It can be adcled that the lack of social science data on l-esbians from

NESB may also highlight how feminists who study lesbian issues have

tended to constitute these women as marginal and insignificant in

mainstream research, It is also possible that lesbians from ethnic

backgrounds are invisible or non-participants in the predominantly

Anglo-lesbian communities which form the research pools(e.g. Wolf, 1979;

Ki.tzinger, 1987 ).

Thus, the lack of social science data is all the more re&son why

Ìesbians from NESB must voice and document their experiences in order

not to be rendered non-existent. Indeed, within the qualitative

methodological framework, where detailed, interpretative, idiographic

descriptions of subjectivity are valid forms of emancipatory feminist

research, this material appears to provide significant insights into

womerì's individua-l perspectives (Espin, 1987 ) .

With regard to the third paraneter of this study, the relationship

between the researcher and researched is a major preoccupation of

feminist research. Du Bois discusses how traditional Western science

states that the "knoÍ{er ancl the known" a.re seps.rate and must not

"contaminate" the other if true objectivity is to be attained(1983:111).

Femini.st schol-arship has frequently disputed this assumption because

women constitute the "observer and observed, subject and object, knower

and known" and engage in "passionate scholarship". Hence, feminist

research has challenged the perpetuation of the inage of researcher as
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the "objective observer of fixed reaÌity, the neutral seeker after an

external and objectifiable truLh"(1983:7721. As Warren asserts, data is

never independent of the researcher's self. She speaks in this context

of "reflective sub,jectivity", the dialectic between "immersion and

reflection" in the researching process(1977:104). Thus, it can be added

that access to data may actually be blocked or influenced by the

researcherts gender, race, class, attitudes, sexual preferences, and

other categories.

Several researchers and theoreticists believe the re-Lationship between

researcher and researched is of great inportance when studying a

minority group, such as a honosexual group(Warrenr.1977; ALtman, 1979;

Krieger, 1982; Kitzinger,1987). Altman, for example, states that since

homosexual-ity exists potentiall-y within everyone, it cannot be viewed

"objectively". Non-homosexua-Ls must accept that "there are subtleties of

understanding that can only be reached through extensive dialogue" with

homosexual- men and women thenselves(1979:57), If a researcher identifies

herself as lesbian, will respondents be more willing to participate ancl

be more honest in their responses? Krieger believes that as an

"insider", the lesbian has an "important sensitivity to

offer"(1982:108). She establ-ishes a hierarchical ¡nodel of researcher-

effectiveness in researching lesbians ranging from heterosexual- men

being the least effective to lesbians being the most effective.

Kitzinger believes a lesbian researcher may use her "personal

experi.ences" a,nd "intimate knowledge" as they provide her with "special

sensitivities, unusua-l skills, and privileged access to exc-Lusive groups

or elusive information"(1987:30). However, she also raises the

possibil-ity of being an "outsider" within the "inside" group due to
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factors such as class' r&ce, ethnicity. She presents her own situation

as a white, ¡riddle-cl-ass and non-Jewish lesbian severely limiting the

extent to which bl-acks, working class, and ethnic lesbians could

perceive her as an "insider"(1987:88). Other researchers are aware that

"cl-oseness m&y create certain kinds of bl-indness" which an "ongoing

process of analysis" wiJ-l help guard against(Acker, Ba,rry,

EsseveÌd,1983: 432), Relatedly, Pettman(1991) queries the assunption

that women are better placed to research wonen by virtue of what they

share as women. In fact, they may be more dangerous to other women

precisely because they seem to be less so.

Thus, although the rei,ationship between researcher ancl researched is of

great importance to any stucly, who the researcher is appears to be a

less significant factor than how the research is undertaken and to r.¡hat

extent the researcher is aware of their own subjectivities and

-timitations and the need to consciously rise above them.

In this study, the researcher is a second-generation Italian-Australian

woman, with pride in her heritage while actively participating in the

Anglo-Australian setting. I have "successfully" negotiated both cuLtures

yet at the sane time have challenged them from a feminist perspective.

In critiquing my own studies of Italian-Australian women's construction

of personaL identity (Pallotta-Çhiarolli, 1989a, 1989b, 1gg0), I became

&ware of colluding in upholding the myth of Italian-AustraLian wom&n as

solely heterosexual. This negation needed to be addressed. Hence, in

undertaking this study, the researcher's position is as "insider" due to

shared Italian-Australian ethnicity, and as "outsider" due to differellt

sexual- preference. Furthermore, in anaJ.ysing works about women from
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different ethnic backgrounds, the researcher is an "insider" due to a

sinilar position of marginal to mainstream cul,ture and "ontsider"

ignorant of the specificities of the various marginaÌ cultures apart

from Italian.

The question is whether this location in relation to NESB l-esbians is an

obstacl-e or an advantage. Does it lead to responses from lesbian

respondents such &s "You don't really understand" or "It's safe for you

to study this"? My Location also raises the question of what

implications this study has for the researcher's relationships, r&nging

from personaÌ to professional, in undertaking research into

homosexuality. Warren(1977 ) has discussed how the researcher herself is

likely to encounter adverse reactions from various sectors of the

heterosexual and homosexual worl-ds. All the above issues surfaced in the

planning stages of this thesisIsee Appendix B].

If the task of this dissertation in part involves speaking on behalf of

others, the ensuing relationship of power between researcher and

respondents may be seen ¿rs appropriation. As Kitzinger states, this sort

of rhetoric and questioning is unavoidable, but "how to use it, in whose

interests, and how to recoSnize and anal-yze its use" are tlie key

issues(1987:31). Curthoys(1988) argues that if only menbers of a group

can write about that particular group, analysis becomes confinecl to a

decreasing nunber, attempts to understand experience across categorical

boundaries such as gender, race and sexuality become rarer, and the

possible fornation of strong political alliances intersecting such

boundaries less likely. Active allies are thereby lost. There can be a

variety of "voices" that assist attempts to develop a feminisn which
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starts fron difference, as -Iong as the "voices" are also aw&re of their

own subjective perceptions(Jolly, 1991 ).

Thus, there needs to be an understanding of the speaking positions in

research. Acker, Barry and Esseveld outline three principles of feminist

research with which this study can be evaluated to ensure it is non-

exploitative and non-manipulative of wonen who participate as

respondents. First' research should contribute to woments liberation by

producing knowledge that can be used by the women themselves; second, it
should use methods that are not "oppressive"; and third, researchers

should develop a "feminist criticaÌ perspective" that questions the

dominant intelLectuaL traditions and can refLect upon its own feninist

development( 1983 : 4231,

If these three principles are applied to this study, it appears that. it

aims to be a step in assisting l-esbians from ethnic backgrouncls in

gaining better understanding of their multiplicity of identities and of

the ways in which they can provide themselves with the support they need

and want. It also challenges "white Anglo" and heterosexual "human

services professionals" to deveLop awareness and understanding of NESB

lesbian issues. Thus, it should meet the emancipatory criteria of

feminist social science by providing different groups of wonen with an

understanding of their everyday worl-ds and how these are "generated by

the larger sociaÌ structure", as weLÌ as suggesting or determining

avenues beyond this(Acker, Barry, Esseveld,1983t 425),

In this context, stanley and wise have described three main kinds of

feminist research. "Mt¡ckraking'r research exanines and publicises the
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"shortconings of institutional sexism"; "corrective" research attempts

to fiLl- the gaps in our knowledge; and "movement-oriented" research is

designed and conducted in the service of the "women's movement"(1g83:

24-25l,, This study is "corrective" ancl "novement-oriented" in informing

about the situations of lesbians from ethnic backgrounds, and in serving

bheir personal/ political neecls. As women, they are "knowers" and agents

of knowledge; their experiences and subjective understandings count as

knowl-edge.

FinalIy, before proceeding with this dissertation, it is important to

look at the limitation placed on this study by language usa,ge. As Winter

writes' our language is not "adequate to take account of t,he complexity

and diversity of our cul-tural contexts. " Our J-anguage reflects

"anglocentric culture"(De Ishtar and Sitka, 1991z27l, Thus, the words

"etlìnic" and "non-EngIish-speaking background" both pose as many

probLems as they seek to resolve. Both are descriptive and displ,q lng

persons of cultures other than the predominant "Anglo" cul-ture ..- the

other, inferior, illegitmate. Even the term "Anglo" is often used to

incorporate Irish, Scottish, Welsh as well as Engl-ish peopJ"e. Tlius, even

as this study attenpts to highlight the cultt¡ral diversity of lesbians,

it does so f¡ibhin language that promotes uniformity and hierarchy.

Sitk¿(19911 suggests the adoption of at least one other term, ENOL,

meaning "English as a Non Original Language", and yet even this term

stil.l highLights English-speaking as the centre.

In summary, this chapter has introduced the issues that will be explored

in this study as wel-l as the way this study will proceed. It has also

outl-ined the researcher's understanding of the parameters of this study
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and establ-ished its worth as a step toward a greater awareness of

cultura-l and sexual diversity in feminist theory.
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Chapter Two: DEFINING THE ISSUES: PERSONAL

I DENTITI ES.

ETHNIC, AND SEXUAL,/IESBIAN

Before examining the intersections of ethnicity, sexuality and gender in

lesbians from non-English-speaking backgrounds, an overview of the

general concepts that are needed to unclerstand the broad terr.itory is

required. Within the definitions of personal, sexual- and ethnic

iclentities, I have chosen 'personal agency', 'community acknowledgement'

and 'socia-ì- ascription' as usefuÌ tools in discussing major modes of

construction. 'Personal agency' refers to one's deliberate sel_f-

identification even if it evokes neSative reactions from one's conmunity

and,/or wider society. tComnunity acknow-ledgement' refers to the negative

and positive reinforcement of identity traits in a person by his or her

significant others. 'social ascription' refers to the labelling and

categorising of each person within a group by the wider society,

resulting in stereotypical and homogeneous groupings and stigmatisation

of anyone who does not fit the labeL.

The contradictions and complementarities between the three seem to

determine onets sense of 'cultural conflict'- the sense of being

passively caught between self-identity, cornmunity acknowledfement and

externally ascribed identity- or'cultural- choice/synthesis'- actively

negotiating a personal stance between self-identity, comnunity

acknowledgement and social ascription by selecting desired or necessary

elements of each while discarding the rest.
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These terms or matrices wil-l be cl-arified in the detailecl discussions

that folÌow. At this point, it must be stressed that these terms are

being ernpJ-oyed due to their pragmatic use. They are conceptual tools

that are comnonly accepted and enpJ-oyed in the body of research and

literature on ethnicity, sexuality and gender.

Section One: Personal Identity.

In her stucly of lesbians from Latina backgrounds, Espin challenges the

existing models of both ethnic identity fornation and honosexual

identity fornation by stating that personal identity is "çvhat each woman

thinks of herself" at a gliven time(1987:43). Women are constituted by a

particular racer ¿rÉe, sexual preference, class, religion and other

categories; and by looking at the interaction between the self, social

instittttions and practices, we can uphold what Lather calls "one's own

perspectivity" as valid knowledge(1989:14). Personal identity, sexual-ity

and ethnicity are "fluid, Iif.elong processes" so that the rvays e wom&n

may define herself today may not be how she may define herself

tomorrow(Espin,1987:43). As Weeks explained, there is "ambivalence" in

the very concept of identity. It "professes to inforn us of what we have

in conmon" but at the same tj.me is about "differentiation". The process

of identity fornation may control, restrict and inhibit but

sinul-taneously provide "confort, security, and assuredness" according to

one's need or desire to conforn to social ascriptions or seek comnunity

acknowledgement; and it nay provide sp¿rce for self-actualization or

personal choice( 1985: 187-189 ) .
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Henriques et aI also discuss the "individual--society clualism": "the

inclividual, as a concept, could not exist without its opposite number,

society."(1984:1,2), In posing the question, "Is the subject constitutive

or constituted?" Henriques contrasts the hr¡manist position of the

unified inclividual as the agent of all- social phenomena and the anti-

httmanist position of social' linguistic and culturaL structures as the

determinants of individual- positions in society(1984:95). He theorises

that an account is required whereby the individual is seen as both

"locked in" ideologicaJ- and social practices as well as possessing the

"&gency" necessary for affecting social change. Thus, he critiques

Althusserts conceptualisation of "Ideological State Apparatuses", such

as the family and the school, "hai1ing" the individual. According to

Althusser, the subject does not exist prior to its

"interpell-ation" ( 1984:96-97 ). Henriques ai-so critiques post-

structuralist theory which, although dispLacing the individual as a

unitary simple agent, has left a number of unresolved issues. If the

indiviclual- is the sum total- of multiple and contradictory positions in

discourses, how is the "subjective experience" of identity accounted

for? Thus, Henriques believes post-structuraLism is not enough to

explain the "possibility of sub.jectivity" or an individual's sense of

personal experience and agency(1984: 204),

Moving beyond this impasse, HolJ-way(1984) appears to link post-

structuralist deconstruction of the individual with the humanist

construction of personal identity by proposing incorporated values

attach to a person's practices and provi.de the powers through which

individuals can position themselves in relation to others. According to

Hollway, competing discourses bonbard an individual Leading to a
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position being taken in one discourse rather than another. This study on

l-esbians from NESB proposes that the choice is not always either,/or as

Hollway deems it to be, but can be a matter of degree from various

discourses.

Hence, constituting an individuar identity at any given time is "marked

by contradiction and confrontation invoJ-ving sexuaÌity, authority and

decisions about life choices"(Tsolidis,1986:57), Women from any cultural-

backgrounci are confronted by contradictory and confLicting mess&ges

about their identibies from patriarchal networks within the nedia, the

education system, atrd the society around them as well as from feminist

networks that are making inroads into the patriarchal, structures. These

are the various forms of social ascriptio¡r that seek to externally

impose an identity or provide avenlles for group security on an

individual-.

Personal construct theorists also see personal identity &s &n "evolving

configuration" reflecting one's "knowl-edge of the accepted laws" and

constructed inages of sexuaLity and ethnicity. One is assigned a

specific place in a certain world by oneself and others; "a synbolic

universe shared with significant others, apprehended and produced by

language"(FaÌk,1978:6-7), Identity is conplicated by the nunber of

social- institutions or social groups to which an individual- may belong

as each group may engage in somewhat different discourses(Espin,1987).

This sense of being a passive recipient of socially constructed

def initions of identity could potentiaJ-ly lead to 'cu-ì-tural conf lict' in

a number of ways: a struggle between the demands of various groups;

coercion to prioritise the importance to oneself of various groups to
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the extent that a particular group's significance nay be denied; a

negation of personaÌ neecls in order to comply to the needs of the

groups. 0n the other hand, Matthews(1981) and Angelico(1989) explain how

a variety of meanings can be identified from which some are discarded as

irrelevant, others are maintained as valuable, and new meanings are

constantly being incorporated into a constalltly shifting personal

franework. Herein l-ies the potential for active negotiation,

itttersection or synthesis of diverse social ascriptions to complement

personal requirements and thus achieve a. confortable multipJ-icity of

identi bies.

One of the strengths of the personal construct theory is that it

acknowledges tlie agency of an individual in withstanding social

ascription, an B.gency obvious in lesbians who withstand the

'heberoreality' around them. However, personål- construct theory may not

fully take into account how even these acts of agency are chosen from or

undertaken within a social-ly constructed set of possibilities. For

exampÌe' a lesbian may still nodel her relationship with a partner on

the conventions and expectations prevalent in heterosexua-ì-

relationships, such as monogamy and fidelity, as these are the sociaÌly

constructed forms of having relationships in our twentieth century

Western world. Hence, social construction of iclentity al-so needs to be

examined.

Social identity theorists such as TajfeL(1982) and Skevington and

Baker(1989) believe that all available constructions of self fall into

two different subsystems: social identification derived from ingroup-

outgroup cabegortzations(such as race, sex, cJ-ass, occupation); and
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personal identifications which are the idiosyncratíc descriptions of

self that distinguish one from other individual-s. SociaI identity is

based on the internalization of social categorizations that distinguish

the self a¡ld ingroup from other comp&rabre groups. It is how one is

defined by others, while personal identity is one's definition of

oneself' either as ¿ì person or as a member of a social- category such as

an ethnic group. Hence, ethnic and sexual identity can be seen as

externally perceived or internalLy defined. As each of these forms of

identities, social and personal-, and sub-identities such as ethnj.c or

sexualr interact with individual- and socia-l- circumstances, there is a

constant process of definition and redefinition. TajfeJ.(1982) also

stressed that society is composed of social groups that sta¡rd in power

and status relations to one another, having important implications for

personal- identity formations. Hence, this theory ¿lso deals with

re-lations between unequal groups, particui-arly minority/najorit.y groups.

One of the strengths of social identity theory is that it investigates

"how social phenomena come to structure individuat consciousness and

thus how the i.ndividual is a product of society"(Abrams, lg8g:63). As

Gurin and Markus(1989) point out, an individua-l can have multipLe social

identities simultaneously. fVomen's social identity is "mu.l,tif aceted and

transient" because there is no "static or consensualJ-y agreed external-

criteria for womanhood" (Breakwell, 1976:6 ) .

One of the weaknesses of social identity theory appears to be its

potential to rencler the inclividua-l as a passive absorber of social input

with little scope for personal choice. If we take the exampì.e of

lesbians, social identity could nean that regardl-ess of personal sexual-
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preference &nd lifestyle choices, lesbians wiLl conform to the powerful

heterosexual social expectations. Certainly, some do. However, many do

not. PersonaL identity requirements have resul"ted in an active denial of

marìy or some of the social ascriptions directed to lesbians as members

of the predominantly heterosexual socia.l groups around them, if a

Lesbian perceives herself as sti-l-l struggling to -Locate Ìrerself along

the continuum between personal and social identity, she may be said to

be in 'cu]-turaÌ conf lict'. If she has found a confortable location for

herself, her process of negotiation has resuÌted in 'cultural

synthesis' .

Hence, it appears that both personal construct theory and social

construct theory provide insights into the constitution of identity and

yet do not fully explain the negotiations of an j-ndividual. It appears

that personal construction is at work within the parameters of

possibilities established by social construction. The two theories are

dependent upon and in relation to each other.

Some feminists have attempted to illustrate this interpì-ay of personal

and social identity. Rowl-and beÌieves that the self is "a person's total

subjective environment', the "distinctive centre of experience and

significance"(1988:2). The sel-f is both consistent and variable, moul-ded

and influenced by "the experiences of a particular historical time, and

by its own personaLity and character" as wel-l- as being "controlled and

l-imitecl by social institutions and structures which constrain the

availabil-ity of some experiences for the individual-."(1988:16). The

interplay between personal identity formation and social identity

formation is evident.
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However, social groups are not necessarily negative institutions

constraining a ¡{onan's "seÌf". For exanple, tthe family'as a social

institution has been the centre of much debate for feminists( Barrett

and Mclntosh, 1985). Tìrat clebate has focussed around the rluestion of

whether the family is merely a limiting, constraining institution or

whether it can also be a supportive, secure framework for women. This

latter view may be particularly relevant to Aboriginal, black and NESB

women, given the significance of family forms in relation to controj-ling

and constraining white, Anglo-Saxon soci.aL institutions. Again, the

intersections of race, class, gencler, and other factors influence an

individual's personal needs and sociaJ- positions, and the interactions

of these wiIl determine which social group or institution is chosen for

personal identification. Such interactions will form the "comnunity" or

"significant others" supportive network for an individual, which social

groups or institutions are negated or resisted, and which socia-l groups

or institutions coerce an indiviclual to comply due to their political,

social and economic powers. Group or community identities and

acknowl-edgenent can provide an "intermediate link between the individrral

and the m&ss" and the more one seeks to construct a personal identity,

the more J.ikely it will become "to grasp at the reassurance provided by

the adoption of available identì.ty types"(Espin, 1987:30).

Hence, in sunmary, it can be said that the notion of personal identity

as employed in this study incorporates individual definition, social

categorisation and ascription, and comnunity acknowledgernent. It is

within this recognition of the interplay of sociaL structure and social

and personal history that feminist theory seeks to -locate the specì-fic
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interests and differing iclentities of women, and foster the

"possibilities for connection and alliance across the differences"

(Pettma¡r'1991:27), As Bottomley writes, "people are sociaJ-ly constructecl

atrd construct themselves, especially in resisting predefinitions and

categorisations" ( 1991:97 ) . Neither humanist or post-structuralist theory

fully explain this interplay of agency and passivity, this individual

location between "victim,/problem" and "resistance"(Pettman,1991:191 ) , or

individuaÌ negotiation between coercion/conflict and choice/synthesis.

Section Two: Ethnic identity.

Having analysed the definition of personal identity and found it to

comprise the three factors of individual agency, social ascription and

community acknowledgement, it becomes possible to investigate the

relative contribution of particular categories to one's personal and

social position and to explore whether the same three factors apply.

Ethnicity can be defined in terms of cul-tural and linguistic uniqueness

that allows for menbership in a particuJ-ar group. It is related to the

underlying sentiment among individual-s based on "a sense of commonality

of origin, beliefs, values, customs, or practices". It is a highì_y

subjective identity as it involves "elements of sentiment, solidarity,

and Ioyalty"(Sotomayor,7977:9). Hence, one's sense of ethnic identity

involves nany variables that reflect a personal position within a

cultural- group rather than necessariì-y speaking for the whole group as e

homogenous entity(Matthews, 1981 ; Pettman, 1986; Andreoni, 1991;

Bottomley,1991 ). There are intersecting categories within ethnic groups

that lead to int,ernal variations such as class, religion, gender,
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region' age. De Lepervanche labels this a "multiplicity of cross-cutting

linkages"(1980:34). As Pettman expJ-ains, "who I say I am may not

coincide with the views of the group I claim, nor with the others'vieçvs

of me"(1986:6). Again there i.s reference here to personal choice,

community membership or acknowledgement, and social ascription.

Ethnic comnunities are mixed and contradictory with both familial- ancl

generational- variation(Skelton,1986). In Secombe's(1991) discussion of

her earlier co-authored theoretical and empirical work with Smol-icz

(e.g.7979,1988) she found the maintenance of'core vaÌues', that is

shared values essential for group identification, was necessary for the

individual's positioning of oneseLf within a group, However, it nay be

that outsiders ascribe overarching values or essentialist cultural

boundaries to the group as a means of categorisation and establishing

difference to the norm(LarbaLestier,1991). Anthia and Yuval-Davis

highlight this idea in their discussion of how ethnic identity may be

constructed outside the group "by the material- conditions of the group

and its social- representations by other groups"(1983:66). Racist and

ethnocentric ideologies influence what is seen &s "normal", inc-Iuding

"who does what" and "who gets what" in a society including the unequal

allocation of status and power(Pettman,1986:15). Martin(1991) sees an

added danger in racist and ethnocentric ideologies: they can be

reproduced in the personal identities of the members of the

disadvaritaged group as rìegative self-images and low se.l-f-esteem which

further prevent access to positions of social and political status and

power.
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Thus, ethnic identit.y is not only one's personal- def inition of group

membership, and indeed may cliffer from other members'definitions, it is

also a reflection of the social representations of the ethnic group by

other groups. The extent to which an indivicluaÌ can choose one's ethnic

identity is open to debate. Hodge believes, aÌbeit rather

iclealistically, one is free to choose Lo acknowledge one's ethnic

identity: "one's ethnicity can be shed, or it can be cherished and

fostered and handed on to oue's children, at the same time as the

cul-ture that was brought from the country of origin is modified in

response to changed circumstances and changed needs"(1988:29). On the

other hand, other writers speak of having no agency in their seLf-

concept of ethnic identity:

Culture is not really something I

have a choice in keeping or discard-

ing. It is in me and of me. Without

it I would be an empty shell

(Moschkovich, 1 981 : 82 )

Supporting a theory of ethnicity as an interplay between social

construction, connunity acknowledgenent and personal agency, Novak( 1982'l

proposes "the new ethnicity", a lived experience of important

differences between oneself and others within a "Cosnopolitan Ideal", a

society where persons uphold the principles of fairness, equality and

co-operation whil-e "seeking their o¡+n distinctive paths" of cuÌtural

development. Each person could comfortably acknowledge her or his ethnic

differences while "gladly learning from every other cuLt ural tradition

he or she encounters" and incorporating these elements into their own

self-definition. This diversity would not be a threat to the society.
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Differences woul-d not be used to keep people out or defend privilege.

Indeed, the society would eventua-Ll-y comprise indivictuals with a

"pluralistic persorrality", iraving participated in one or more traditions

and highly skilled in "passing over" from one c¡¡IturaÌ tradition to

atrother(1982:5). PeopJ,e would not be trapped in what they had inherited,

or a single set of perceptions, but woulcl learn to see things in the

ways other saw then; "even if we do not exactly embrace" them, "we see

clearly the valid points which lead others to choose differently". Novak

calls the resultant ideal society, "the City of Humans"(1gB2:6),

displaying an urban bias in his theorising. Although not pointed out by

Novak' his ideal of diversity in ethnic identity is quite applicable to

the feminist ideal of sexual and social diversity.

Personal construct theorists al-so see ethnic group membership as a major

element of iclentity formation, a process of self and other ascription

based upon a system of differences whereby individuals choose, within

variotts cui.tural- constraints, a "subjective cultural category"(Paterson

Royce,7982:28), Most contenporary studies of ethnicity proceed from this

liberal humanist perspective of the personal construct theorists.

Second-generation women from NESB have been perceived fron this

perspective as seeking a person¿rl identity in a social milieu that

provides more than one set of cultural- norms pertaining to women's roles

and sexuality(e.g. Pallotta-ChiarolLi, 1989a, 1989b, 1990).

From a post-structuralist perspective, Schaffer discusses how "Cultural

ob,jects placed in the position of otherness take on the properties of

inferiority" in relation to the dominant norm( 1988 t23). Just as women

are the inferior "other" in relation to the dominant masculine norm,
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migrants are categorized as "other" and marginal-ized within Australian

cuÌture to uphold the norm of Anglo-Saxon ethnicity. As Said writes, the

history of ethnic cultures within a society must be seen within "a

highty articulated set of relationships to the dominant culture

surrounding it", which represents it according to its own institutions,

braditions and conventions(1978 :22), However, poststructuralists appear

to undermine the significance of personal agency in negotiating withill

these institutions and conventions.

social identity theorists bel-ieve one's ethnic identity acquires

positive or negative value dependent on how mainstrean/dominant or

marginal/subordinate it is(Ballard,1987; Miller, 1987). Another factor

would be the extetrt of political mobilisation in a group. For instance,

the "black is beautiful" political campaign in America took a previously

maj.nstream-deternined negative feature and made it a positive political

slogan of a minority group. Skevington and Baker explain the three types

of responses ân individual with an ethnic identity can make, according

to the model o¡"rtlined by Tajfel(1982): assimilation to the dominant

group; social creativity where the subordinate seeks to create a new and

positive image for itseÌf; and social competition where the subordinate

challenges the basis of the status hierarchy by active and passive

resistance(1989: 3-4). Here social construct theorists acknowledge the

potential for personal agency in resisting, negotiating with, modifyi¡g

the dominant group's categorisations.

Indeed, several theorists integrate social construct and personal

constmct theories in their definitions of ethnic identity. De

Lepervanche defines ethnicity as an "identity phenomenon with two
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neanings": the search for sel-f and the definition of "group

boundaries"(1980:30). It invol-ves a struggle of resistance by

individual-s and .factions within the ethnic group against Anglo-Saxon

mainstream behaviours and icleals while simultaneously seeking to

j.ncorporate ethnic difference within the dominant Anglo-Saxon culture,

and thereby achieve sociaÌ acknowledgement. Pettman(1986) theorises that

"r&ce" and "ethnicity" refer to socialÌy constructed ways of

categorising and valuing, of including or excl-uding others.

Nevertheless, these social- categories are subject to negotiation,

contest and imposition. Epstein(1987) debates the two "polar opposite

conceptions" of ethnicity: the "prinordia-Iist" perception of ethnicity

as &n inescapable ascription; and the "optional-ist" view of ethnicity as

open to shedding, adaptation and resurrection as a situation warrants.

This "false dualism" needs to be transcended to incorporate some

combination of external- ascription and chosen affiliation.

In writings on ethnic identity, there is a notable subsumption of women

in the category "ethnic"(e.g. NovakrLgSz; Epstein,1987). To the degree

that women &re considered in writings about ethnicity, it is often as

members of famil-ies and as "problems". Women of ethnic backgrounds are

often conceived as the "disadvantaged" in contrast to women in the

dominant group and their "ideal" positions (Martin,1991:120-721), The

cLaims of women tend to be secondary to, or a sub-clause of ethnic

claims. The ethnic group, with a dominant maLe identity and leadership,

represents r{omen, and only heterosexual- women, who by virtue of their

marital and maternal reLationships with men, warrant representation.

Hence, in speaking about a woman's ethnic identity, her location as a

woman is often ignored as a relevant factor. Moreover, lesbian Í{omen are
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not even considered. Social ascription and comnunity acknowledgement

render personal choice a struggle against ethnocentric, sexist and

heterosexist ideoÌogies,

In summary, ethnic identity is determined by varying degrees of social

ascription, community nembership and acknowLedgenent, and personal

negotiation and choice. It intersects with other group identifications

such as class, gender and age to represent heterogenous rather than

homogenous inages of ethnic identity. Particul-arly when accompanied by

gender differences and biases, ethnic identity is located in positions

of dominance/subordination and advantage/disadvantage in relation not

only to the mainstream group but aLso to certain nenbers of the ethnic

group itself, such as wealthy, educated, professional males who

represent the ¡+hol-e ethnic group.

Section Three: Sexual- ancl Lesbian Identity.

Another major contributor to personal identity is sexuality. For the

purposes of this dissertation, major emphasis will be Biven to defining

lesbian identity and its Iinks to social- ascription, community

acknowledgenent, and personal agency.

Coward(1983) outlines the traditional views of sexuality and sexual

identity as heterosexual, reproductive activity, and clifferent sexual

entities of wonen and men. Sexuality and the heterosexual- ect ere often

taken to be synonynous. Social policies inscribe the heteroserua-1" unit

as the heart of the orÊlanization of the social field, and there are
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punishnents and restrictions for those who do not conform. Hence, sexual

identity is not a private, individual matter of personal choice. It is

constrained and defined by culturaÌ, social and political. generalities.

Traditionally, lesbians have been seen as "deviant". This term

immediately ir¡plies sociaÌ ascription and categorisation. Indeed, in his

strrdy of deviance-designating of wonen, Schur considers the definitions

of deviance and its implications as socially constructed and ascribed.

He cites the work of Becker(1963):

social- groups create deviance by making

the rules whose infraction constitutes

deviance, and by applying these rules to

particular people and labeling them as

outsiders.. . Itherefore] deviance is not

a quality of the act the person comnits,

but rather & consequence of the application

by others of rules and sanctions to an

"offender"(1983:5).

Deviance lies in the "eye of the behol-der". Beholcting is affected by the

beholderts social experiences and ongoing interactions. Schur outlined

three resuLts of labeling women such as lesbians deviant. First, their

deviance becomes their "master status". In other words, they are "seen",

identified and responded to solely or mainly in terms of that cleviant

status. It becomes the individuaL's essential character, according to

the beholder. Furthernore, once this categorical label is applied,

people tend to impute to the individual various "auxiliary traits" they

bel-ieve to be "characterÍstic of anyone bearing the label". Second,
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individuals in the clevaluecl category are thought of as comprising a

"unitary or homogeneous type". Schur calls this "maintaining

consistency": "they" &re a problem; "they" are alr arike; "trrey" are

recogtlizable as such. Selective inattention will occur where whatever

contradicts the stereotype will not be noticed. Third, "objectification"

occurs where a person becomes nothing but "their membership in the

stigma-Iaden category"(1983:24-301. It is not difficult to draw

comparisons with terms of reference used in the previous discussion on

ethnic identity, such as dominance,/subordination and honogenising of a

group by the mainstream.

Schur believes that efforts at deviance-designation usual-l-y rest on a

powerful group's perception of some threat posed by the "deviants".

Therefore' J-esbianism might well be perceived by heterosexual men as

constituting an uLtinate threat to mal-e sexuality. A lesbian lifestyl-e

and choice of emotional,/sexual partner represents a break of the

heterosexual assumption that biological/reproductive sex, gender

identity' and sexual- ob,ject-choice and orientation should "aÌ1 neatly

fit together." The lesbian is defined ¿rs soneone "in revoÌt", rejecting

mal-e definitions of how to feel, act, look and live(1983:11g), They

"defy" and "contradict" man-made "History, CuLture, and Science". They

are "dangerous evidence that recorded knowleclge is inaccurate"

( Farley' 1985:269 ). By patriarchal definition heterosexua-Iity denies

homosexuality. It is

"the unthinkable alternative, the noncholce

of heterosexuality, to validate it by being a

nistake;...To be wrong, so the other can be right;

to be bad, so the other can be good; to be
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unnaturaL, so the other can be natural. . .

( 1985: 270)

It is importatrt to note that Schur and Farley both acknowledge personal

âgency an<l choice in the formation of lesbian identity. They cliscuss the

dominant group's concern with the existence of a choice other than

heterosexuality that actuaJ.ly motivates political and sociaÌ action to

prevent the exercising of that choice or resistance.

Traditional theories purportirìg to "explain" lesbianism as a

psychological, pathological- disorder played a major role in the social

categorisation of a devalued and stigmatised lesbian identity.

Browning(1984) notes the conclusions drawn by biologicaL theorists r*ho

saw lesbianism as a genetic, hormonal, chronosomal, birth abnormality

and psychoanalytic theories in which human beings are born with a

bisexual disposition and psychosexual devel-opment becomes arr.estecl or

fixated due to an overgratification or undergratification of needs.

However, a few feminist lesbian theorists have also incorporated

elements of psychoanalytic theory and emphasised the importance of

socialization in identity formation. In the introduction to their book

of essays, Darty and Potter state that personal identity "is scripted by

society's socialization processes. . .,socially bestowed and socially

sustained"(1984:2). This line of thought renders the lesbian &s passive

recipient of social forces and is open to criticism from many feminist

lesbians who see lesbianism as refusing to participate in the socially

and patriarchally imposed institution of heterosexuaLity (e.g,Rich,1980;

Cameron,1990). For example, Clark(7982) argues that no wonan is

intentiollally socialised to be a lesbian and yet lesbianism has a-Lways
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existed as &n act of personal resistance. What society attempts to do is

construct the category, "circunscribe the meanings and limits" within

which lesbianism exists and often resists(1982:32):

It is possible to separate oneself

frrrm the identity imposed by the

society that has created the category...

if that part of yourself is in direct

and immediate opposition to the social

cu.l-tural mores of societv...The dichotomy

between the outside inage and the internal

meaning al-Iows the lesbian if she wishes,

to move a consiclerable way in the direction

of a positive self identity( 1982: 35 ) .

Clark a-lso acknowledges the lteed for a cornmunity which can provide

security ancl support to a lesbian, although she believes this community

shoulcl not be ronanticised as perfect and necessary to aÌl women. A

group identity can reinforce lesbians both individually ancl col-Iectively

and yet can also contribute to "making radical feminist politics a

closed system"(Fisher,7977:5). While it protects inclividual-s from the

"outside", providing a "buffer" or "escape-hatch", it is not in itself

effective political action and has not seriously chalJ-enged patriarchal.

institutions. Indeed, Iesbian group identity has alienated many women

whose issues are considered irrelevant to or anti-feminism(I977:6-7), or

who l-ack "white-skin privilege" and "class privilege" that make it

easier for them to minimise the impact of patriarchal- institutions in

their lives(Snith & Smith,1981). In her personal essay, Chrystos

analyses her past membership of a lesbian community and its "stricture
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and censorship" of differences even in dress and h¿ir length, and the

"Iies, pretensions, the snobbery and cliquishness"(1981:6g), Hetrce, as

with any community needed to provide acknowleclgement and support to

one's personal identity, there is the problem of rigid conformity and

tuniformity that becomes internal coercion as a means of resisting

ext,erltal social coercion. Such an issue is similar to that which arises

in ethnic communities.

Ettorre(1989) discusses five ways lesbians are attempting to define

themselves in this process of shifting from an emphasis on sexual

preferetrce to being woman-focused and combatting the false polarization

of women by dividing them into heterosexuaL and lesbian categories. In

so doing, she moves beyond social ascription of identity to personal

agency and tregotiation. First, -Iesbians may discard the "disease label

imposed upon them by the psychiatric profession". Second, they may

resist the "reversal-" concept that asserted lesbians really wanted to be

men. They might insist on "erasing the victim role" and not all,ow

themsel-ves to be controlled and thwarted" or subnit to what Ettorre

calls "Psych/Atrophy". Lesbians may aÌso assert that there is a need for

social change in the understanding of human possibil-ities rather than

individual conformity to the "compulsory heterosexist order". Fínally,

they may become invol-ved in "psychic del-iverance and A¡¡azonian asylum"

where l-esbians may heal and cieliver themselves from the debilitating

images rather than internalizing them(1989;205).

I'eminist researchers such as Ettorre, some of whom identify as lesbians,

challenge the previous braditional social definitions of lesbianism

which focus on sexual behaviour rather than seeing "lesbian identity" as
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invoJ-ving emotional feelings ancl a psychological response to "social

expectations and pressures...or the individualts own choices in identity

formation"(Lockard, 1985:84-85). Lesbians may define themselves

according to their subjective truth- "a lesbían is anyone who says she

is"- thereby challenging traclitional epistemologies by claiming that

women's experiences and subjective understandings count as

knowleclge(1985:85). "Lesbian-feminism" is defined as incorporatinR tlre

rejection of

the traditional female role in which

wonen are seen only in their relation-

ships to men. It...attributes primary

inportance to women"(Lockard, 1985:86).

Homosexuality challenges definitions of 'the family' by broadening its

conception of man in a dominant position over women and children, to

different emotional- and/or sexual ties between people of opposite or

same sex(Moraga, 1986 ), The collective sol-idarity of -Lesbian-feminism

has afforded opportunities for the destigmatization and normalization of

lesbian identity(WoÌf; 1980; Ettorre, 1980). "Women-identified women"

are seen as con¡nitted to other women for politj.cal, emotional, physical

and economic support. As Mendola writes in resistance of social-Iy

ascribed definitions, "the tern tsexual, preference' is ludicrous and

serves only to degrade a particul-ar minority group... las it] presupposes

a lifetime of emotionless 'sa¡ne sex' experiencss'!(1980:2).

Many radical feminist theorists see lesbianis¡l as one logical personal

response to a nisogynist political system. Through this perspective,

lesbianism is a political idea, a response to patriarchal stmctures and

institutions. In this way, many heterosexual r{omen who are not sexually
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involved with other r{omen may also carl themselves lesbians, or &s

Moraga states, "Lesbians from the neck up"(1996:1Bg). The "lesbian

continuun" of Rich(1980) explains a range of women-identified

erperiences, and trot simply genital experiences. It means the sharing of

an inner life, the giving ancl receiving of practical and political

srtpport. Bunch(1978) defines lesbian feminist theory as a "perspective,

analysis and commitnent that can be embraced by arìyone g&y or straight,

female or male, etc."(Ettorre, 1g8g:201), In all the above theories,

lesbian identity appears to be personal.ly constructed as well as based

on some form of community acknowl_edgement and sharing.

An example of lesbian identity that encomp¿ìsses far more than sexual

preference is the lesbian separatist who retreats from the specific

ctlÌtttra-L contexts that have shaped her and attempts to build a cu_ltural-

politicaf movenent free from patriarchal- oppression. Hawthorne( 1976)

outlines degrees of separatism ranging from valuing other women and

engagirrg in women-only groups to living in an all-women environnent

without contact with men. Kitzinger(1987) distj.nguishes between liberal

feminisn which sees lesbianisn as a choice of lifestyle and sexual

preference fron radical and l-esbian sep&ratist feminism which ergues

that lesbianism is a poJ.itical rebel-lion against the institution of

conpulsory heterosexuality and will overthrow male suprenacy. Despite

such all-encompassing definitions that do not seem to allow space for

internal difference, Kitzinger does acknowledge that "lesbian identity"

is ultimately a woma.n's subjective definition although this approach

cloes not fit with the political view. Again, the emphasis is on choice

and connunity participation.
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In this context, Weeks argues that there are "homosexua-lities" rather

than a single "homosexual-ity", as all sexual identities are "ever

precarious, dependent upon, and constantly chal-l-enged by, an unstable

relation of t¡ncotrscious forces, changing social and personal meanings,

and historical contingencies" ( 1985:186 ) , Richardson( 1981 ) , Darty and

Potter(1984) and Golden(1987) also stress this interactionist approacir

by explaining the fluidity of personaÌ agency and the sociaì.Iy

influeltced nature of sexuality and lesbianism. For example, for many

self-decl-arecl lesbians who are not feminist, lesbianism is soleJ.y about

interpersonal sexual and emotional- relationships.

Some feminists such as Martin and Lyon(7972), Clark(1982) and

Moraga(1986) disagree with the broacl political definition of lesbianism:

A politi,cal commitment to women does not

equate with lesbianism...What ì.s true,

however, is that a political conmitment to

r{omen must invoJ.ve, by def inition, a

political commitment to lesbians as we-ì.1.

(Moraga, 1986: 189 )

Raynond(1986) stresses that for most lesbians, their identity does

include sexual relationships and with these, the risk that comes from

living in a homophobic world which uphol-ds "heteroreal-ity" or the belief

that a wom&n's whol-e publ-ic and private life is in relation to man.

In summary, we can draw many parallels with the presentation of

clefinitions, issues and arguments about ethnicity. Certainly, lesbian

identity involves a greater degree of persona.l- resistance bo social

ascription. It involves a rel-ation to social forces determined to
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suppress rvhat is considered a threat. Nevertheless, the concern with the

merits and hazards of community acknowledgement and participation are

very similar. Epstein(1987) discusses this similarity in great detail.

If we a.gree that ethnicity does not necessarily begin at birth, as

"primordialists" try to claim, and if ethnicity involves sone

combination of externar ascription and chosen affiliation, then a

Itomosexual identity is similar to an ethnic identity. To be homosexual

has indeed taken on & "quasi-ethnic status", legitimating the minority

gt'ottp so that it can demand protections against discrir¡ination from the

mainstream: "by appealing to civil rights, Bays as a group have often

been abl-e bo claim a legitimacy that homosexuals as individuals are

often deniecl"(1987:20), And as with ethnicity, Epstein sees the need to

transcend the essentialist/constructionist debate with .ts "false

opposition" of choice and constraint and focus o'- rhe diversity of

relations between self and society w.unessed in ongoing fJ.uicl processes

since birth. Epstein rlescribes what he sees as a "peculiar paradox of

identity politics" I

while affirming a distinctive group

identity that leSitimately differs from

the ì.arger societ;r, this form of political

expression simultaneously imposes a

"totalizing" sameness within the group...

He therefore argues for the need to appreciate illternal

diversity( 1987:48 ) .
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Chapter Three: DEFINING THE ISSUES: THE PERSONAL IDENTITIES OF I{OÈÍEN IN

ITALIAN FA}IItIES AND COMMUNITIES.

Having established the significance and interplay of social ascription,

personal agency and community acknowleclgement in identi.ty formation,

whether it be ethnic or sexual, it is necessary to see how these three

factors have been presented in research conducted on T{omen from non-

English-speaking backgrounds. Are social ascriptions and community

expectations presented as overiding personal choice, thus leading to

confl-ict within the woman; or are women seen as exercising personal

choice, negotiations and synthesis?

Before discussing the intersections of ethnicity, sexuality and gender

irl relation to lesbians from non-English-speaking backgrounds, I wiLI

consider how these issues have or have not been studied in heterosexual

women from non-English-speaking backgrounds, since these women are the

only ones openly acknowledged as existing in ethnic groups.

Finally I intend to focus on a particul-ar ethnic group, Australiall women

of Italian background, in order to gain a nore thorough understanding of

researchers' divergences and convergences.

Section One: First-Generation Italian Migrants and Women's Familial,

Sexual and Social Identities.

Beginning with a review of how ItaLian women's sexual and social

identities have been analysed in studies of Italian families and peasant
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conmunities in Italy, I will proceed to a discussion of how Ital-ian

migrant r{onen's sexual and social identities in Austra-Lia have been

presented by researchers,

Studies of Italians in Ital-y and migrant families in Australia, whether

they be anthropological-(Cronin, 1970; Huber, 1985) ; sociological(Tomasi,

I972); or ethnographic (Gambino r7974), present 'the family' as a close-

knit socio-economic unit, the centre of socio-cultural- networks in which

the indiviclual is not as inportant as the family itseJ-f. The traditional

rural family comprisecl a nuclear arrangement of husband, wife and

unmarried children, and the extended famiÌy of kinship ties and

godparenthood ties. Outsiders a¡rd all- other social institutions were

said to be regarclecl by the f amil-y with indif f erence, suspicion or

contempt. "L'ordine della famiglia", the order of the fanil-y, as

investigated by historians, had proven bo be impenetrabl-e to

"sfruttanento" or exploitation by any "stranieri"- outsiders- in the

form of economic, political, and religious instj.tutions.

According to these studies, the central- thene of family l-ife was

maintaining fanily honour, "f'onore della famigJ.ia". Authority within

the family was distributed according to age and sex; parents controlling

unmarried children and males controlling females. Honour and shame,

"onore e vergogn&fr, were the two poles of social evaluation. Behaviour

was regulated by "what wilt the neighbours say", "La bella figura" and

"La brutta figura", the displaying of honourable or dishonourable

behaviour in public, were the standards of measurement(Huber,1985).

Hence, the community and public opinion acted &s a I'court of reputation"

resul-ting in a high degree of conformity in personal identity, For
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women, honour and reputation centred around virginity, femininity and

domesticity. Young girl-s were trained in skills necessary to become

"sistemate", settl-ed and competent in their roÌes as wives and mothers.

Here, we see the integration of social ascription alld community

acknowledgement reinforcing â womants "proper" roles.

Certain studies have aÌso attempted to Look beyond popular

misconceptions of Italian men and wonen. Sexuality was not seen by t,he

peasants as abhorrent and evil, but as a "reJ,entless and irrepressible

force" jn both men and women to be harnessed "in ways that permitted the

fulfilÌment of the irresistibl-e drive for pÌeasure" while simultaneously

pr-eventing it from wrecking familial and social disorder(Ganbino,

I974: i69). Al-though it may seem women adopted an attitude of

subservience to their husbancls in the public sphere, they were the

centra.L unifying force in the private sphere. Since power and success

were dependent on the status of the family, and women were the vital

determinants of a family's honour and prestige, women were re-levant and

important in almost every crucial facet of their society(Cronin, 1970;

Gambino ,797 4') .

The work of Goddard with Italian r{omen takes a further step in the study

of honour and shane, and womerì's sexuality. It argues for a high degree

of women's agency or manipulation of social ascription and community

acknowledgement. Women are not simply seen as passive but al-so as a

source of clanger. They may "serve &s agents for social- boundary

definition and as'pawns' in the hands of others", but they are the ones

wlìo "u-litmately decide how and when to 'al-ì.ocate' their sexuaÌity. "
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Wonen are seen es possessing "power " to "snbvert the rel-ations through

which they are controlled". Thus, white they are socially ascribed and

communal-ly acknowledged as sexuaLly "pB,ssive", women are also viewecl in

terms of their potential to be "predatory"(1987:188-190). Goddard clains

the reasotl for why women are seen and allow themselves to be seen in

such a contraclictory light is their inportance in group formation, their

central-ity in the home ancl community.

By the very process of their control by

men and their relegation to and identi-

fication with the domestic sphere, women

are in a unique position to provoke a

crisis within the group.

They are "boundary markers and carriers of group identity"(1987:180).

Thus, they do have a high degree of agency and power within the group or

comnunity' ¿t power and agency that exists because of the concepts of

honour and shane, and the contradictory nature of women's sexuality as

both passive and predatory.

It.alian migrantst outward modes of reLigious practice have been

misinterpreted to signify a great devotion to their Church. The

institution of the Church was viewed with suspicion, particularly in

Southern ltaly, as it was the largest landowner whose clergy acted like

the propertied upper class. Moreover it was deemecl as exploiting the

ignorance and powerl-essness of peasants. Of significance to this study

is the Church's role as promoting fanilial and comnunal unity and

identity, and reinforcing sociaÌ values, through sacranental

celebrations such as baptism and marriage, and other village-centred

festivities(Gambino, I974; Cohl-er and Grunebaum, 1981).
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Hence, 'the fanily'was promoted and defined by reJ-igious as well as

socia-l and political- institutions. When 'the family' is analysed in

depth, cet'tain studies have found a model, of intra-familial

interclepenclence rather than independence is evident. Likewise, the

individual was not totally subjugated to the family. Indeed, the success

of the individual was very important for the family. Both boys and girls

coul,d resist parental authority and yet remain closely tied to the

fanriÌy for security and stability, altliorlgh girls were punished more

than bo.ys. My oral history study reveal-s nany instances of active and

passive resistance to parental and communaL laws by ltal-ian wonen from

the time they were adolescents. Rather than being mere victims of social

and commurtity expectations and coercion, they were also active agents in

matters of education, Ìife choices, choice of marital partner, and

social/sexual behavioural codes. Migration to Austral-ia inte¡rsified this

inclependent attitude or sense of personaJ. agency(Pal-lotta-ChiaroIl-i,

1988). However, the family was the "one enduring institution nithin

which the individual finds Iwhatever is needed] . . .to aid hinl/her] in

his[/her] pursuits"(Cronin,1970:23), Here are the positive contributions

a community can make in bolstering the individual while simultaneously

threatening to dictate what a member of that famiJ-y or comnunity must

be.

Italian fami.l-ies and communities in Austral-ia have also been sub,ject to

studies that ascribe identities to them constructed by the media and

post-war Anglo-Australian sociological research. An example of this is

the construction of the "recognizable Italian identity". Historical

studies show that Italy as a pol itical entity was not unif ied r.rntil the
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1860s and ItaLians are corìscious of a hiqh degree of socio-economic and

resultant cultural division between North and South. Italians are

strongly tied to their regions and "pa.ese", village, as exempLified by

numerous linguistic dial-ects and regional cul-tural- modifications

(Lewins,1976).

Another ascribed and constructed identity is of the Italian migrants as

refusing to shed traditional culture. Man.y commentators(e.g.

Storer, 1981; Huber, 1985; Favero and TasseIlo, 1986; Martin, 1986 ) have

examined the reasons for this ascription and have noted that Italian

migrants'isolation from the development of their cul-ture in Italy Ìed

to their holding on with great tenacit.y to value-s-ystems of the 1940s

and 1950s that &re no longer val-icl in most of Italy and Australia.

However, these studies should not be read as inplying that aIl Italian-

AustraLians have remained cuÌtural-l-y fixed in outmoded value-systems, or

that all el-ements of these value-systems are negative and need to

erased. My analysis of Italian-Austrai-ian adolescent girls reveals rigid

gender differentiation of the maternal and paternal- roles are loosening.

Fathers are taking a greater interest in their daughters'personal ancl

professional goal-s. Moreover, they are increasingly communicative and

wiLLing to discuss issues with daughters. Parents in this study are not

devout practitioners of Ro¡lan Catholicisn and appear to be passing on

this secularization of religious faith to their offspring. The highly

regional rather than national identity of Italian migrants is still

upheLd and recognized by the claughters. A high level of

intergenerationaL communication and identification seem to be common,

and many traditional cultural traits are valued by the

daughters ( Pal lotta-ChiaroIli , 1990 ) .
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A third sociaÌly determined misconception is that ItaLian wonen do not

participate in unions, school activities or the community generally

because their husbands do not let them, EmpJ-oyers and unionists often

agree that migrant women are male-dominated and declare that this is the

reason for t.he fail-ure of migrant women to participate in union affairs.

This submission to patriarchal authority is often cited as the reasou

why their participation in the women's movement is virtuaLly non-

existenb, KalanLzis(1990) argues that this view is stereotypical,

assuming that because migrant wonen do not "speak the language of

feminism" as it is defined by women of power and privilege, their lives

are rrot indicative of feminist action. KaLantzis believes the "practical

struggles of many immigrant Í{omen are akin in critical spirit and

outcome to feminism itself", involving "self-transformatiorl" via

assuming elements of the new cu-[ture a¡rd retaining what is powerful and

positive in traditional women's cu-Lture( 1990:39).

As part of the construction of'migrant'and'ethnic'as homogeneous

groupings, migrant F/omen are all- placed in one category with little or

no i¡rdication of their richly varied cultural, political and religious

backgrounds, which must inevitably affect their attitudes and behaviour

in Austral-ia. Pieri, Risk ancl Sgro explore these beliefs ancl

ascriptions, arguing that

migrant women...&re prevented from fully

participating in Life in Australia by the

whole process of migration, with its resultant

problens and insecurities, its frustrations and

alienation ( 1982: 389 ) .
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I{hiLe facing all the problems that confront women generally, migrant

women have the additional problems of comnunication and isol-ation which

nust be recognized and resolved before they are free to participate in

community life. At work, the pressures and speed of their ,jobs prevent

close communication and unionists are distrusted because too few have

made real efforts to reach their migrant members. The great geographical

distances, work commitments and high travel costs have made it difficult
for them to be ar{are of the social changes in their own countries and so

they may cling to rigid values and traditions such as "strict parental

supervision of daughters; perpetuating the stigma attachecl to loss of

virginity and pre-maritaÌ sex; holding conservative attitudes regardi¡g

divorce and abortion"(1982:397). Pieri, Risk and sgro may be seen here

Lo be positing Italian women as passive victims of social and community

forces in Australia without acknowledging the diversity of experiences.

In modern Italy, they conclude, attitudes toward sex and the family are

evolving and becoming nore flexible and women di.sp-Lay a greater agency

in determining their socio-culturaL and economic lifestyles. Hence, in

beconing a part of the Italian community in Australian society, Italian-

Australian woments personal identities are seen as differing to those of

women in Italy where feminism has become a relevant factor in personal

and social identifications.

Vasta's research results support the claims of pieri, Risk ancl

Sgro( 1982) that rather than ItaÌian patriarchy keeping Italian women

from participating in community affairs, the significant factors are the

problems of isol-ation and loneliness due to migration, Anglo-Australian

and structural racism, and Anglo-Australian structural patriarchy.

Vasta's cl-aims are open to criticism as they appear to suggest that
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Italian patriarchal control is not existent and that all coercion is

external-. She does add two further points of resistance to Pieri et al,s

assumption of Italian r1'omen's struggl-es as class struggles(1991 :162),

Vasta cl-aims that Anglo-centrist perceptions construct migrant wometì as

passive and thus oppressir.e to themselves, thereby ignoring the

diversity of these women's experiences, as well as the strengths and

"strategies for survival- and resistarrce to authority" used by then "in

rìegotiating and manipulating an alien environment to their own

advantage"(1991:164). For many women, families are sources of poJ-itical

and cultura-l resistance to racism, having chosen not to assimilate witlr

thei¡' discriminators, They developed from within fanily forms their own

forns of resist&nce as weli- as accommodation, relying on their own

practices and traditions which appear far nore relevant to them. Hence,

vasta asserts that traditionaj- practices "froze with them not only

because of the ¡reed for continuity, but also because Italian migrants

were clefined as an inferior minority group"(1991:173). unfortunately,

she does not enter into a discussion of Italian women's social and

sexual relationships with Italian men. Nevertheless, her work

illustrates how social ascription leads to a personal identity relying

far more on connunity and familial acknowledgement, even if this may be

problematic in some ¡rays.

Roma¡ro al,so investigates the effect of sociaÌ ascription on Italian

nigrants. They often accept the host societyts "choice of pieces of our

culture" and the way they interpret them: that their cul-ture is

patriarchal; that Italian men are "wife-beating male chauvinist pigs";

that Italian women "are weak, heJ-pless wimps who obey any male without

question"; arrd that both Italian men and women are "either jolly and
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cooking or fighting and throwing things"(1990:2). Her poems reveâr the

strength end agency Italian women have within their homes and

communities. In "Explaining Again", she writes

...On one side, men

are small, dark shadows hunched in the

corner, quiet and useless,

AlI across the stage, the women are

biÉ, loud, always moving, determining

reaLity in the kitchen...Doesn't the woman

announce what wi-ì-l be done, only waiting

graciously until- the man finds a way

to make it, Iook like it was his idea?(1990, 29)

Sevearal researchers reflect Romano's perception, Meditteranean r.\romen

had a great deal of leverage in the domestic sphere, a cJ-ear identity

ancl sense of sisterhood, and primary support from a wider family. In

Australia' a bourgeois definition of family life as nuc-Iear may have

enclosed and isolated women. They become "individualised in an alien and

fragmented environment". Only some benefitecl from the opportunity for

" individual freedom" ( BottomLey, 1984: 107 ) .

In summary, it becomes obvious Italians in Ita-Ly and Australia have been

constructed by sociologists and the nedia in ways that tend to

misinterpret the sexual, social and familial relationships between men

and women, parents and offspring. Ital-ian women in traditional cuLtures

in Italy and as migrant women in Australia occupy multiple identities

and positions within the family, community and society. These identities

are not static, and rather than being solely subjected to external-

forces, identity fornation is based on personaJ- struggles and
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resistances "wherever and whenever possible, Ito] hegemonic

constructions of them" ( Vasta,1991: 177 | ,

Section two:Second-generation heterosexual- Italo-Australian women and

their positions within two cr.¡.1-tures- 'Cul-tural conf Iict' or 'cul-tural-

complementari ty' ?

I have outlined how migrant women from Italian background have been

studied, and the infl-uence of socia-L ascription, community

¿cknowledgement and personal agency in both the formation of their

identities and the manner in which they have been .seen by researchers.

Before proceeding to investigate the personal identity formation of

lesbians from non-English-speaking backgrouncls, it is necessary to

summarise the studies on second-generation Italian-AustraLian women

which, although never specifying the sexua-l-ity of their subjects, ¿Lppear

to imply heterosexuality. By focusing on a specific ethnic group such as

Italians, we can see women from o¡re group have been categorised and

positioned within 'cultural conflictt or 'cultural complementarityt, and

utilise this data to inform our study of lesbians from various

backgrounds.

Second-generation non-EngIish-speaking-background women face at least

three possibly coercive (that is, authoritative and restraining) forces:

migrant home and ethnic community; the wider Anglo-Australian socieby;

and nore recently, AngJ-o-Australian, predoninantly bourgeois feminism.

Each has its own set of powerful discourses, interacting with others to

form intricate codes of meaning associated with terms such as
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independence, moral codes, value systems, self-esteem, education and

c&reer aspirations, child/parent relationships, sexuality and the

concept of womanhood. The women negotiate within this interplay of

gender and ethnj-city in determining their persotìal identities.

Four major presumptions have been applied to second-generation girls and

womerì seeking to define their identities. These assumptì.ons are

refLected in social- science research, socio-political policies and

educational theories, as weÌl as by the media. First, "children of

immigrants will become Australians and wil-I need to be seen ås

Australians" after being "freed from the environment of their Italian

Ììomes"(Borrie, 1954:152). Hence, second-generation girls are conceived

as "problems" ancl their ethnic backgrounds "problematic" in contrast to

any perspectives which might recognise possibilities such as

bilingualism, biculturalism, aclaptability and a com¡nitment to

Austral-ia's future(Cahill and Ewen, 1987).

Second, there is the stereotype that second-generation women will be

torn between two worlds as they enbrace Anglo-Australian va-Lues and

reject the conflicting cul-ture of their parents. GuiIt, emotional-

insecurity and psychological trauna would ensue and pernanently scar

their lives. This c-Iosed framework has been chalì-enged for overlooking

how much of the discomfort about being

part of a NESB community is a response

to nedia images..., peer group pressures,

ethnic discrimination, and the 'normal'

dilemmas of . . . Iadolescents]challenging

parental authority(Tsolidis, 1986: 64).
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Bottomley(1991) betieves that constraints and oppressions are a.l-so based

on cl-ass, gender and other variables such as the size and knit of kin

groups, rather than soÌely being due to the ethnic culture of a woman.

Third, atìy cuÌtural change or shift occuring in both Ital-ian parents and

daughters is presumed to represent moves toward an acceptance of

superior Anglo-Austral-ian vie¡vs. This overlooks three facts: that no

culture is static- that there is no uniformity within a cuLture but

itrstead a range of personal, fanilial and communal Locations- and that

similar changes are occuring in Italy and throrrghout urban post-

industrial societies "as the forces of cultural pluralism, feminism and

lj-beraÌism gain precedence"(Taylor, 1976: 133).

Fourth' the bourgeois' Anglo-Saxon feminist framework of "universalism"

assumes that second-generation Italian-Australian girj-s want to be like

their Anglo-Australian peers and perceive their peers to be superior

roLe models of modern, l-iberated womanhood. This assumption is

questioned by other feminists, particularly non-English-speaking-

background feminists. As KelLy and CiccareLli write, feminists must be

aware of two erroneous assunptions: "that bj-cul-turaI girls succeed

despite their background" and "that there is inevitable confIict"

between parents and daughters(1984:9). A more recent study shows that it

is not "necessari.l,y contraclictory for Italo-Australian girl-s to broaden

their career choices and espouse feminist principLes, while valuing

their cultural backgrouncl" ( PaÌlotta-ChiarolIi, 1990: 6 ) .

The intersections of personal identity, ethnicity and gender related to

second-generation Italian-Australian women mainly appear in four types
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of research. First, there are theoretical, enpirical and ethnographic

studies of imnigrant youth in Australia with little or no attempt to

specifically consider the girls in their Italian cultural context,

a-lthough vaÌuable insights into secotrd-generation socio-cultural status

and experience are provided(Storer, 1976; Tsolidis, 1986). Second,

empirical research and ethnographic studies of Italian migrant famil-ies

and communities have been conducted that provide glimpses of the Iives

of these women rather than specific studies from their perspectives

(Cronin, 1970; BertelIi, 1980). Third, there exist theoretical and

empirical studies of the Italian second-generation without specific

reference to the experiences of women(Bernardi, 1982i) or wlrere gender

is unspecified implying that experiences of boys and girls fro¡r Italian

backgrounds are the same(Favero and Tassel1o, 1986).

Fourth, there are a" few specific empirical and action research stuclies

of Italian second-generation girls, mostly within the 'cultural

conflict' model presupposing conflict with parental demands, and the

girls' need to break free from negative, damaging ethnic

backgrounds(Vasta, 1975; Greco, 1976). Recently, studies have appeared

that attempt to explore bicultr¡ral girls in the process of cultural

negotiation and synthesis instead of presuming they experience "trauma"

and which look at the sexual values of the girls and women(Gucciardo,

1987; Pa,llotta-Chiarolli, 1989a, 1989b, 1990). No studies of second-

generation Italian-Australian women, or men for that matter, incorporate

ilomosexuality, even where sexual-ity is a key issue of discussion, as in

the abovementioned recent studies.
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It would seem that a pervasive element of most studies of Italian-

Australians presune that 'cultural conflict' is a pre-eminent feature in

the personal identity of Ital-ian-Australian wometì[see Appendix A for a

diagrammatic representation of the modell. It defines the hierarchicaL

system of clifferences between dominant cultural norms and ethnic

cultural norms. The women "-Iive in two worLds" and experience a "double

generation gaprr(Tay-Lor, 1976:5 ). Ethnic parents are seen as inferior ancl

ignorant in the wider society and thus offspring will deny their ethnic

backgrouncl. They will be caught between competing authoritative sources

and experience confusion. Nevertheless, some sociological theorists are

able to perceive that the dilemmas are not due to,just the ethnic

background but also the rejectionr prejudice and stereotyping of the

Anglo-Australian society(Banchevska, 1,974; Edgar, 1980). As Kalantzis

writes,

. they become csught in the intersection

of a double racism...being stereotyped

as ethnic and mora-ì.ly backward by the

dominant group, and being warned by parents

of "AngJ-o-Australian" cultural and moral

'looseness'. WilI they become victims of

assinilation or acquiescent dupes of

traditionalism?( 1990, 51 ) .

Social ascription and community acknowledgement are generally seen as

more powerful than personal agency in personal identity formation.

For exampJ-e, Greco, Vasta et al speak of the "clouble disadvantage" of

being female and ethnic, and their sense of belonging to "neither" the

Italian or Australian "set". The woman is a "marginal indiviclual-" with

"emotional growth and striving towards independence" "stifl-ed" by a
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repressive background(1977:26), Greco uses the theoretical framework of

Chilcl(1943) based on his study of Italian-Anerican men and women to

explain how Italian-Australian girls can respond in one of three ways to

cultural conflict: rebel and "sever self-identification" with Italians;

become "in-groupers" and reject "host society patterns and

iclentifications"; or becone "apathetic" å.nd avoid any "ethnic concern"

or identification ( 1976:723) ,

The'culturaÌ conflict'model was prev¿ìIent in the 1950s to 1970s when

assimilationist and Anglo-confornist discourses had not yet giiven way to

cliscourses of cul-tura1 diversity, pluralism ancl multiculturalism. By the

mid-1980s, mainstrean social service agencies were. being criticised as

monocultlrral, def icient in deal-ing with the complexities of ethnicity

and gender (Karanastasis, 1984; Loro,1984): The tcuÌtural- conflict'

moclel aÌso led to negative forecasts concerning the future of Italian-

Australians and the mainterìance of Italian culture. For exampJ-e,

Bertelli predicted "the emergence of serious intergenerational

conflicts. . ,at a faster rate"( 1980:5 ),

In contrast to this 'cultural conflict' model is the 'culLura.L

synthesis and choice'model. During the 1970s, a few sociologists began

to speak of a two-way interchange, of two or more ways of Iife, language

and traditions, gradually approaching each other(Snolicz and Secombe,

1979:15). Taylor(1976) was one of the first sociologists conducting

empirical research on Italian-Australian girls which queried the

inevitability of conflict. In the 1980s, the (cultura-l conflict' model

came under increasing attack(Singer, 1987).
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In this setting, Young, Cox, et al(1983), in their demographic study,

find second-generation adolescents asserting themseLves as'bi-ethnics'

and without fear of intrafamilial alienation, Siniarly, the Girls ancl

Multicultural Education(GAME) Report(1984-85) states that girls are

applying a selective process in order to define their self-identity and

personal feminist frameworks. Gucciardo's respondents no longer consicler

thenselves merginai-ised or conflict-ridden, but are learning to

"sylrthesize,,,the more valuable elements of biculturalism", extracting

"the best f rom both wor]-ds" ( 1987: 3 ) . she accords this development

directly to the theory of multicuLturalism and the "sensitization" of

the Anglo-Austral,ian society to the fact that culturaÌ difference is not

"undesirabl-e" ( 1987 : 3 ) .

In 1988, I conducted a qualitative questionnaire study of twelve

Italian-Austral-ian women in their late twenties in regard to the issues

of ethnicity' gender and sexuaÌity. The women had gradually achieved a

position of synthesis as reflectors of Italian tradit,ions and

experimenters with Anglo-AustraÌian mores, giving them lucid insights

into the flaws of both groups(Pallotta-Chiarolli, 1989a, 1989b). In

1989' I undertook another qualitative questì.onnaire stucly involving

twenty-five sixteen and seventeen year-old girls and found they were

experiencing Iess cul-tural conflict and undertaking nlore culturaÌ choice

in sexual, career, familial- and social issues and va-Iues than the women

in their late twenties had done as adolescents. Far from seeing

thenselves as disadvantaged or inferior, they perceived their positions

to be positive and futfilling(Pallotta-Chiarolli, 1990). The study

appeared to suggest that personal &gency is as powerful or possibly more

powerful than community acknowledgement and social ascription.
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It appears that as the paradigm for inter-ethnic sociocultural- and

gender relations has changed over the last few decades, this change is

reflected in individual attitudes to inter-ethnic and intergenerational

relations, Figure One, Paradigm A,Isee Appendix A], represents the

monocttltural and assimilationist attitudes and policies of the 1950s to

the mid-i970s. Together with the beginning of the Anglo-feminist

movement in the late 1960s, they led to the ethnocentric and

stereotypical- images of Italian migrants and fanilies. Moreover, the

insecurity of being in a different society and the strong unifying

tradition led to an insulating effect and the establishing of a

subculture based on a system of differences to the host culture. This

system of differences was also based on ethnocentric and stereotypical

images of the Anglo-Austral-ian society. The second-generation either

felt coercecl to cornply to the codes of one world at the expense of the

other, or experienced a sense of being split between the two worlds and

not being ab-le to combine the two.

Since the beginning of the 1980s, &rguments for cultural

synthesis have been put forward, revealing changes in research paradigms

as welÌ as the structural features of Australian society. Multicul-tural,,

pluralist attitudes and policies of the host society, together with an

emerging pJ-ural-ist cliscourse within feminism, has resulted in decreasing

ethnocenbrism and stereotyping of Italian migrants and their families

within research as explained in Section One of this chapter. Moreover,

the establishment and familiarisation of the Italian migrants in

Australia has led to a greater confidence in allowing change in their

offspring as their views of the AngJ-o-Australian society become Less
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ethnocentric(Gucciardo, 7987 ; Pallotta-chiarolli, 1gg0). The second-

generation have or make a choice of the precepts of both worlds. Figure

Two, Paradigm B in Appendix A illustrates how persona-l iclentity thus

involves a negotiation between both worlcls ancl, basecl on an

utrderstanding of the'whys and wherefores'of both worlds, selections of

personal value-systems and identity concepts are made.

On this issuer Angelico discusses how a coherent set of meanings can

emerge from diverging sources of reality. A "clarification process"

occut's where meanings are identified, irrelevant meanings are discarded,

meanings considered to be of value are retained, and new neanings are

incorporated. There are many advantages to this multiplicity of

identities such as "exposure to a broader range of possibilities" which

provide more "options to choose". ALso, "potentially conflicting

situations can be a stimulus for self challenge and growth" ratlter tha¡

necessarily being a "l,iabiÌity"(1989:9). Andreoni(1991) supports this

view that there are tines when identities will clash but having cliverse

insights and perspectives assists in the eventual "working through" of

these times.

Nevertheless, the question that precipitated this dissertation remains

unanswered despite a reasonabl-e amount of theoretical and empirical

investigation into the personal identities of second-generation Italian-

Australian women. Are Iesbians from ethnic backgrounds taken into

account when discussing the shifts in paradigms and social thinking from

"cuftural- conflict" to "cuÌtural complementarity"? Are their situations

everì cotìsidered when exploring the "optiorìs" &nd "possibilities"

available in personal,/sexual/cultural identity formation?
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Before endeavouring to responcl to these questions, we need to review

what responses feminist research has made to issues concerning the

int,ersections of ethnicit.y, Elender and sexuality.
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Chapter Four: FHíINIST RESPONSES TO THE INTERSECTIONS OF ETHNICITY,

GENDEB AND SEXUATITY_ FROü TUNIVERSALIS}Í' TO .UNITY IN DIVERSITY'?

How do feminist researchers and femir:ist theories respond to the

intersections of ethnicity, gender and sexuality in women's perso¡aI

identity formation? Issues relating to women nust be anaÌysed with

reference to commonJ-y shared experiences and attitudes and also a

multitude of differences constructed with reference to ethnicity, race,

class and family background(Eisenstein, 1984; Skelton, 1986; Pettman,

1989). As Smith and Smith state, "it is really radicaL to be deaÌing

with race and sex and c-Iass and sexuaì- identity a_L.I at one

time"(1981:126). Rather than advocate "universal- feninism", it becomes

possible to speak in terms of what can be cal-led "pluralist femj.nism".

In this way, our aim becomes to create an Australia

¡ihere being a femaÌe will cease to be a

disadvantage, and being from a minority

ethnic culture wili- cease to be a clouble

disadvantage(Tauscher, 1984: 4 ) .

The hegemonic stance of Anglo-Australian feminists can prove to be.just

as ethnocentric as patriarchal AngJ.o-Australian cul-turaì- hegemony(Sitz,

1986). Noble(1986) writes of the insidious devaluing of culture and

"anglicizing" of non-English-speaking background girls occuring r¡nder

the term "J-iberating".

Additionally, Pieri, Risk, and Sgro(1982) believe that the women's

movement in Australia still does not reach the buLk of working cl-ass

women, bo which most non-Engl-ish-speaking background migrant women
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belong. The bourgeois bias and ethnocentrism in the women's movement may

be exacerbated by concerns with ideological purity and fear of

divisiveness in confronting powerful and established traditions

(BottomLey, 1981). Other feminists such as Martin point out the minimal

attention to multiculturalism within feminism. what she cal.l-s the

"fenale versus ethnic" opposition in her view is inappropriate for

f emin i sm ( 1991 :1.25 ) .

Anthias and Yuval,-Davies(1983) and Guvendrini(1985) also call for a more

inclusive feminism which al-l-ows for and is responsive to a range of

women's needs, as defined by the wome¡r themselves, within the mainstream

movement. "Sisterhood" is certainly a misleading concept unless

corrtextualized, yet the very use of the wor.cl "mainstream" implies a

hierarchical- model of significance. Feminists like Martin discuss this

insidious important/less important clifferentiation and believe the

pluralisn or diversification of feminism has potentiaJ- traps. It couJ,d,

she argues, increase merginality and not resolve the question of the

domination of Anglo feminists. "AngÌo feminism continues at the

centre. . . as the point of reference for difference" ( 1991: 126 ) , Any

current nethodological forms eventua-Ily display this bias. Certainly, as

I explained in Chapter One, Section Three., our language for cliscussing

difference is still clescribing hierarchical difference as in the use of

the word "mainstream". Martin can only suggest some methodoJ-ogical "do-

nots" such as not comparing oppressions, and avoiding theoreticaL modes

that deploy assumptions about the universal and specific and which thus

still define a hierarchical rei-ationship between the dominant and the

suborclinate specì.fic(1991:131). It appears that terminology which does

not imp-ly hierarchy and dominance is yet to be devised.
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Despite calls for inclusive feminism, the intersection of l-esbian

sexuality, Sender and ethnicity has rareJ.y been taken into account in

Australian studies. Only in the last few years has the abovementioned

int,ersection been specifically addressed by feminists as weÌ1 as the

need to highl-ight that being a lesbian from an ethnic minority culture

should cease to be a triple disaclvantage(De Ishtar and sitka, 1gg1).

In the American context, ltlorag,a writes that no major change is possibl-e

if feminism keeps "some of us silenced, and makes r:s keep others

siletrced" for any "movement built on the fear and loathing of anyone is

a failed movement"(1986:190). Feminists nust understand that what

cotrstitutes sexual- conformity and sexuaL clefiance in one culture and

ethnic community, ancl how it affects values, attitudes, a¡rd Lifestyle,

may differ from sexuality with a "white-rooted" or Anglo-Saxon

interpretation(1986: 183). Moraga also believes that Anglo-feminists

often faiL to recognise that "women of col-or" are not just anti-racists

but often lìa.ve "a real belief and commitment to the integrity" of their

own race ancl cul-ture ( SorreL , 1982 : 5 ) .

Feminists from non-English-backgrounds a]-so face reactions from members

of their own ethnic communities who nay define their political- actions

and ideologies as "Anglo-feminist". Moraga explains, "We are the colored

in a white feminist movement. We are the feninists among the people of

our cuÌture"(1981:23). This situation with Chicana feninists has been

well-documented. Sections of the Chicana community in the United States

attacked feminists within the community for developing an "Ang-Io-

inspired" "divisive ideology" which would undermine Chicano(a) unity by
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raising an issue that ¡sas uot a centra]- one and would undernine values

associated with Chicano(a) culture such as the family (Garcia, 1gg0).

Chicana feminist lesbians experienced even stronger attacks, being

labelled "venclidas" o.t' "seIlouts", assimi Iating into feminist-lesbian

icleoloqy of an alietr culture. In this reversal- of ethnocentrism, an

ethtlic commtttrj ty ascribes fixed stereotypes of Anglo-American feminism

to its own women, thereby depriving them of community acknowl-edgement

and power. Garcia summarises the results of the struggJ-es of the

seventies and early eighties by pointing out the personaÌ agency and

resistance of chicana feminists to both ethnic community and Anglo-

feminist ascription:

Chicana feminism went beyond the limits

of an exclusively racial theory of oppression

that tended to overlook gencler ancl aLso

went beyond the limits of a theory of

oppression based exclusively on gender that

tendecl to over-Iook race ( 1990 : 426) ,

The Chicatìa h'omen have developed autonomous feminist organisations that

simult,aneously address the struggles of Chicanas as menbers of an ethnic

minority and as women. They also come together for politica]- purposes

with the Anglo-feminist movement if racial and class differences are

understood and respected.

"Women's culture" exists within the contexts formed by race, class,

geography, rel-igion, ethnicity and language. "White" feminism may not

integrate the concept of "the simultaneity of oppression" as Third World

feminism is attempting to do.

When Anglo-American women speak of
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developing a new feminist or womelì's

culture, they are still working and

thinking within an Ang_lo-American cu_ltural

f ramework(Moschkovich, 1981 ; 83 ) .

For, if race ancl color can be as oppressive to h¡omen as sexual identity,

thell "white" feminists must see themselves as oppressors due to their

position within the dominant culture, and consider how men in

subordinate cuÌtures may suffer more than them. AngIo-feminists ma.y see

male power and the family as oppressive while 'black' feninists may see

racism as the main oppressor and the family ¿rs a source of resistance,

ectrrromic and emotional survival (Fisher, 1977; Curthoys fg88). In

imposing their viewpoints on b-lack women, Anglo-f",rnists run the risk

of being perceived as "imperial-ists" ¿nd members of "just another

elitist, prurienb white ir'ganisation'r (Davenport,1981:89). For example,

Hooks bel-ieves tha- rather than pretend there is no racial conflict

.rmotìg women, we need to work through it in order to move beyond it. NESB

r4romen's strengths and strategies of resistance are often excl-ucled in

white Anglo feminist thought which focuses on shared victimisation.

There is a need for disagreement and difference if the feminist movement

is to grow.

We do not need to share common opplession

to fight equaLl-y to end oppression...t{e can

be sisters united. .. in our appreciation 1or.

diversi ty( 1986: 40 ) .

'Black' femj.nists have challenged what they see as a "bourgeois

individualistic tlteme" in mainstream 'white' feminisn. For example, the

emphasis on participation in the paid labour force ancl escaping the
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"confines of the home" may seem foreign to bleck women who "woul-d

readily have accepted what they saw as the'J.uxury'of being a

housewife" (Di11,1983: 133 ) , SimiLarly, "sisterhoocl" for 'black' feminists

often comes out of the extended kinship networks rather than being

est'ablished as a ¡ro-lì.tical contrivance anong womell who may have ver¡-

little in common. There is also a feeling åmong man¡i ,black'feminists

that ¡rhite women wiLl abandon their'sisters of co-lor' in favor trf self-
preservation if the situation pr.esents itself(Di1Ì,1983: 136). Hence,

DiIl ancl other'black'feminists argue for the abanclonment of the

concept of sisterhood as it is a "gÌobal- construct basecl on unexamined

assumptions abotlt our similarities". A more pluralistic approach that

recognises atrd works within the differences between women needs to be

substituted (1983:146). Difference is "a fund of necessar.y poJ-arities

between which our creativity can spark Iike a dialectic"(Lorde,1981:99).

The ensuitìg interdependency forges powerful connections to work more

effectively for change(McCormack, 1988).

Aboriginal feminists in Austraria also tend to believe that the

Australian woments movement is irrelevant to Aboriginal women since

'whitet women are unable to confront their or{n racism ancl unclerstand the

intersections of class, cultural/faníIial background and gender in

Aboriginal woments l-ives that do not necessarily mirror their

own(e.g.Sykes, 1984; Huggins, 1987). For example, Aboriginal women are

statistically better educated and better employed than Aboriginal men

and are more likely to be heads of household and political leaders

( Burgmann ,1,982) . FesI ( 1984 ) and BelI ( 1987 ) believe Aboriginal women have

always maintained a separate powerful sphere from men, as witnessed in

ritual-, and rather than operating on a notion of tlle battle of bhe
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sexes' the emphasi-s is on dialogue r+ith Aboriginal men to conbat common

concerns such as racism and classism. Sykes believes the "recruitment"

of Aboriqinal women to the Austrnlian feminist movement is "to clress up

the argttment of the women's movement as it seeks more power and control

for white women" rather than for the purpose of "seeking solutions to

problems in the black community". The "trickle down theory" describes

the fragments of power and control bl-ack womerì will gain along the way,

a by-product of 'whi te' feminism ( 1984: 66 ) .

More general discussions of the intersections of ethnicity, sexuality

and gender appear to indicate how some feminists see postmodernist

influences in feminism as a threat to the increasing voices of Third

world and other non-Angl-o feminists. Just when non-western peoples,

including women, have begun to speak for themselves and charlenge

"gÌobal systems of power differentials", western thought, predominated

by f{estern white males, now clecides that there is rro truth and

undermines the status of the subject just as women and non-Western

peoples have begun to cLaim themseJ-ves as sub,ject. Therefore,

postmodern theorising can be understood

as socially constructed itself,...the sense

of the dominant that the ground has begun

to shift under their feet... land itj may

work to preserve the privileged position

of Western white males.,. Iand] exclude

feminism(Mascia-Lees, et aL, 1989: 16-17 ).

On Lhe other hand, postmodernism encourages women to "tolerate and

interpret ambivalence, ambiguity and multiplicity"(F1ax,1987:643). It

has heì.ped feminists argue that women's inferior sbatus is a procluct of
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cultural and historical construction brrt the danger is that in

deconstructing categories of meaning, "we deconstruct not only

patriarchal ctefinitiotts" but also the categories of feminist analysis

suclr as "feminism" atìd "oppression"(Mascia-Lees et aI,lgBg:27),

Difference m¿ry be erased implying that all stories are about the

e.x¡rerience of decentering and fragnenting faced by white Western mal-es.

Multivocality' by claiming an equality of voicesr ril€ry deny the existence

of exploitation and power differentials and so women must be suspicious

of postmodern claims ancl apply some of its own methods of inquiry onto

itself such as who speaks it, for whon, and for what purpose(Mascia-Lees

et al, 1989:29),

However, the postmodernist debate is ,jr-rst a part of feminist theory.

Feminism is not a "unitary category which encapsulates a consistent set

of ideas within a readiJ-y identif iab-te boundary"(Grif f in, lggg:174).

Broom(1987) states that this expectation is unrealistic given that

feminism is now a worlct¡vide political and intellectual movement drawing

upon and emerging from the specific socio-cultural, political ancl

economic conclitions of each society. The resultant "theoretical

heterogeneity" can be an asset rather than a tiability and feminists

have to make it so. Adams also believes feminists need to explore the

power of diversity and yet avoid its "mirror image", the "powerfessness

of fregmentation"(1989:28). By moving away from identity-based

organising' feminisn can choose all-ies on the basis of their political

commitments, not according to their ascribecl identities. This belief has

been wiclespread amongst 'black' feminists and other non-English-speaking

background feminists. For example, smith and smith, in discussing the

tìarrowness of separatist politics, state that what is really radical is
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trying to make coalitions with people

who are different from you...The more

wide-ranged your politics, tìre more

potentially profound and t,ransformative

( 1981 :726-127 ) ,

Thus, fem-inists need to l¡e aware that there are no clearcut deLineations

between non-feminists, anti-feminists, and the various feminist

identities. By be.l-ieving there are such clearcut delineations, feminists

ma.y be internaJ-izinq patriarciral attempts at dividing h/omen through neat

categorization.

As Rowland(1984) writes, a major division is that between lesbians and

non-lesbians. Some heterosexual feminists may clisp-lay heterosexist

thinking ancl behaviour instead of broadeninB their perspectives ttr

another form of discrimination and social ascription. Some lesbians may

see heterosexual womerì as collaborators with the enemy. hriters like

Adrienne Rich(1980) and her "l-esbian continuum", as discussed earlier in

this clissertation, have done much to extend the definition of sisterhood

and love between womell,

Hence, this study may be

continuun" framework as

lesbian and non-Ìesbian

perceived as working within the "lesbian

an attempt at blurring the divisions between

eromen. it seeks to empower lesbian women in

voicing issues such as the intersections of ethnicity, $ender and

sexuality alongside the voices of heterose.xual women'

I n slrmmary ,

and active

it is possible to identify feninism's growing awareltess of

issues concerning NESB women and 't+omen ofresponses to bhe
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colour' in the theoretical shift to 'unity in diversity' from

'universal-ism'. What remains to be investigated is to what extent this

pluralist feminism considers the multiple intersections of ethnicity,

sexuality ancl gender in lesbians from non-English-speaking and non-white

backgrounds.
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Chapter Five: LESBIANS FROI{ NON-ENGLISH-SPEAKING BACKGROUNDS.

l{hen analysing the interviews and availabl-e material on lesbians from

ethrtic backgrouncls, both within the'culturaÌ conflict' and'cultural

complementarity' models, there are t.wo sets of converging factors as

establishecl by the preceding theoretical discussion: the intersections

of ethnicity, gender and sexr,¡ality; and the roles of personal aqency,

community acknowledgement and social ascription in personal identity.

In order to thoroughly investigate the above, the following study will

be subdivided into three main areas of daily experience for the lesbian.

First, the Iesbian womån's relationships with and participation i¡r her

eth¡ric famill and conmuniby; second, her participation and experiences

in the wider Anglo society; and third, her participation and experiences

with the predominantly white, middle cl-ass, Anglo-feminism. The socio-

economic class of the lesbian is a-lso considered within each category,

particularl.y when discussing the situations of Third World and BÌack

lesbians.

The voices of nany women from various backgrounds wil-L be provided in

order to give an intercultural point of reference to the similarities

and differences of experience. Simultaneously, the voices of four

Italian-Australian women in Adelaide (identified in this study as

Caterina, Luisa, Silvana ancl Melina) will provide an intra-cul-tura1

exampJ,e of the diversity of experience within one culture. ISee Appendix

C for information on methodologyl,
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Before proceeding with the analysis, it is necessary to ¡rrovide some

relevant background information on the four Italian-Austra-lian wonen.

Three of the women were in their l-ate twenties and the other was in her

early forties. Occupations varied: social service, clerica_I, business

ownership, postgraclrtate studies. Their parents had migrated to Austr.alia

from Southern italian r.ural areas. Hence, by seeking a high degree of

sanetìess of Italian backgroutrd, I was interested to note the diversity

of opinion and experience amongst these tr,omen.

Section One: The 'Cultural Conflict' Model- and Lesbians from Ethnic

Backgrounds

This model- coltstructs lesbians from ethnic backgrouncls as victims,

e.xperiencinq alielration and assimilation, caught and coerced by the

clominant culture, et.hnic subculture, and homosexual and/or feminist

srrbcultures. 0r', as Dykewomon writes, one is nade to fee-L "an outsider

amorìg ontsiders" even when one possesses a "sense of sel-f that is

stronq" and a "clear understanding" of available choices(1982:153).

Hence, social identity construction is preva-Lent rather than an actir.e

personal identity construction. In other words, the womarì feels coerced

by social group expectations and condemnations rather than feeling able

to exercise personal agency in sel-ecting her own personal identity. The

'cultural conflict' model would state that lesbians feel compelled to

negate their lesbianism to participate in their ethnic communities, or

negate their ethnicity in order to participate in their lesbian

communities. They would feel- outside the mainstream society due to their

varying degrees of ethnic and lesbian identification and the lack of
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available role models that have openÌy and successfully clealt with their

three-pronged dilemma.

I feel caught between trvo irreconcilable

worlds which should be able to exchange the

benefits of the respective cultures but,

because of their priorities, cannot do so

at the present time(Rivera, 1978:226).

Luisa explains the compartmentaLisation in her Iife:

I don't particuÌarly i-ike it. . .I qo

to work and I automatically change.

When I'm at hone with my parents I'm

their claughter and aware of the way they

see ne. Then I'm amongst lesbian women...,

and heterosexual friends that know, and

heterosexuaL friends that doll't know, and

I'm literally different all the time.

Sometimes they feel like they c1ash.

Silvana believes she has a great deal- of contro-l over her life choices

and situations and yet also experiences what she calls "clashes":

if I'm visiting my family, then there is

a defini.te clash between the side of me

thatts related to women, and the side of

me that wants to be with my family. And I'm

forced to remove one hat in order to wear

the other. I cannot live both at the same

tine...There are times at a wonen's event

where Itll want different music to dance to,

or to talk about my father and our re-lation-
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ship around separatists.

In reviewing the avai lable str"rdies i personal essays and theoretical

papers, it appears that most perceive lesbians from ethnic backgrounds

within the'cuLtural conflict'mode,L. Baetz writes of this conflict in

terms of "violerìce"in a "culturally constructed minefiel-d" perpetrated

by few role models, lack of writings in ethnic literature.' racism in the

lesbian commurìity and heterosexism in the ethnic comnunity. The question

of whether bo'come out'and risk,jeopardizing their effectiveness in

the ethnic movement, their family's support and standing in the

commnnity, and then fincl themselves "thrown out" into a racist society

positio¡rs the woman in traumat.ic confIict( 1984:45-48 ). For exanple,

Smith writes of the "isolation and alienation" slìe experiences in her

black cultrlra-L worl-d, dominant ¡vhite wor.l-d, and the predominantly white

I esbi an world( 1984:73) ,

Jewish-American lesbians, as investigated by the essays in Beck's

antho-logy Nice Jewish Girls, add anti-Semitism onto their agenda of what

constitutes this conflict with both the dominant Anglo-American society

and the Anglo-Anerican lesbian-feminist subculture. "Jewish invisibility

is a sy¡nptom of anti-Semitism as surely as lesbian invisibility is a

symptom of honophobia". Invisibility of any component of the self has a

"trivialising, disempowering and ultimatel-y debilitating effect" and

each group has absorbed some of the myths and distortions about the

other(Beck,1982:xv). For example, Berkovitch finds herself pressured to

conform to her famiJ-y's perception of her gender role of a "nice Jewish

girl" as educated, married, maternal; and pressure to conform to

leftist, feminist and honosexual movements' perceptions of needing to
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throw off ties with the Jewish community and deny Jewish

heritage( 1982:30 ). Rich speaks of

too many disconnected angles: white, Jewish,

anti-Semite, racist, anti-racist, once-married,

lesbian, middle cÌass, f eminist, exmatriate

Southerner, split at the root: that I will never

bring them whole. . if you real-Iy look at one

reality, the other wilI waver and disperse...

I feel the history of denial within me like an

injury, a scar... (1982:83).

Similar to these examples of cultural conflict in Jewish lesbians,

Caterina feels that even if she was not a lesbian, she would still be

re,jected by her Italian fanily "because I'm not your traditional Italian

young woman. I 'm not in the pretty little box that t,hey want me t,rt lte. "

Sinilarly, Luisa states her father always told her she would soon

divorce if she got married because of her refusal to accept traditional

gender roles and reguJ-ations.

An empiri.cal study conducted within the 'cultural conflict' model is

Espints questionnaire study of sixteen Latina Iesbians. It reveals the

dilemma of "how to integrate who they are cultr-rralIy, racial--l-,y, and

re-ligiously with their identity as lesbian and women" in a sexist,

heterosexist and racist American society, sexist and heterosexist Latin

culture, and racist and often heterosexist feminist novement. Identity

development thus "frequently demands the submerging of different

fragments of the seÌf" ( 1987: 35-36 ) .
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Yet, despite such strong coercive forces acting on the women, lesbians

do pursue varying forms of lesbian lifestyles. The 'cultural conflict'

model does not incorporate inbo its theoretical branches the idea of the

"victim" actual.ly exercising degrees of personal agency in the form of

resistance and rebe-Ll-ion against community expectations and negative

ackno¡rledgements, and against social- ascriptions and stereotyping. This

drawback will become apparent i¡r the following discussions for even as

the women cliscuss the conflict and divisiveness experienced, they are

alluding'indirectl.y* to the fact that they have exercised some level of

personal egency in still iclentifying as l-esbian. Caterina expresses this

very clearly:

You can't look at lesbians and say,"You

poor thing, it's difficult." It has its

difficulties but I ç+ouldn't change the way

I am... At the moment, I dontt feel free to

be me. I can't go dressed the way I want

and I have to put up with sexist men,.. [but] I

cantt put on a costume, put on another

face, and be another person. You lose yourself

totally and I've seen what happens and I'm

not going to clo it.

For a more specific investigation, the three domains of womelr's daily

reality will now be studied separately.

a) Conflict with Ethnic Family and Community

Lesbians are not womanly enough,
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not Madonna or puttana enough,

to be recognized by the Ital"ian-

American community.

I'm standing now and I'm speaking

yet I am neither seen nor heard.

(Romano, "The Fly", 1990:40).

As this exampÌe from an ltalian background il-lustrates, sone ethnic

fanilies and communities may stiIl uphold rigicl role specifications for

women: âs "womanly enough" to sexually satisfy men within the context of

marriage; to be good mothers or "Madonna". Even to be "puttana" or

engaging in numerous sexual relations with men is understood although

not condoned. Yet, & woman who may be none of the known categories may

be rendered Iton-existent or impossible, Famil"ies may continue to coerce

a woman into taking on one of the acceptable or known roles even if she

has'come out'about her l-esbianisn. For example, Caterina feels that

her paretrts hope she may one day get married and have children. "Being a

young woman, and not being married, I have no standing at all. If I

married, I'd get a bit more respect". Although Silvana has'come out'to

her family, when she became i¡rvo.l-ved with a nan inbetween lesl¡ian

re-Lationships, her parents began to think her lesbianism was a "phase"

after all, and hoped she would get married. This probl-en is well

documented in regard to Jewish lesbians. The Jewish religion and

traditional culture "confine and define" Tvomen in maritaÌ and maternal

roles as guardians of the family. For Jewish Law, lesbianism is an

impossibil.ity(Beck, 7982; Gottlieb, 1983). In her play, The Gay

Divorcee, Fischer shows her protagonist Gretel reminding her mother o\¡er
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the telephone she wil-I ¡lot "find a nice Jewish boy" and is not

interested in the successfl¡l sons of midclle class Jewish relations.

Neverthel,ess, Gretel f eels gui lty that her rnother will not have any

grandchi Ldren ( 1990 : 7 ) .

Examples from other ethnic communities support this conflict between

traclitional gender role expectations of women and lesbianism. In her

research, Hiclalgo(1984) foulrd the highest degree of nonacceptance in the

Puerto Rican comnunity was experienced by lesbia¡r mothers. Moraga

beLieves lesbianism and homosexualíty challenge the very foundation of

"La familia" for the Chicano(a) community. Lesbianism is the most

"visible manifestation of a woman taking control of her own sexual

identity and destiny"(1986:182). This statement reveals that an open

declaration of orÌe's lesbianism is seen as a resistance to women's

gender role expectations, therefore an act of persotral agency that is

negatively acknowledged by t.he community

As Collins writes, "the sex,/gender hierarchy functions smoothl-y only if

sexual- nonconformiby is kept invisible" ( 1990: 194 ) . She cites Jordan's

contention that the male bias in the Black intel-l-ectual- community has

used the notion of Black lesbians to discredit Bl,ack feminism, Thus,

second-generation nal-es in ethnic communities who are working for their

cultures' rights may hold traditional sexist values about women's roJ,es

and may find lesbianisn a convenient argument to deter ethnic women from

feminist resistance to traditional women's roles. Garcia argues that

Chicana feminist -lesbians experienced strong attacks from the

intellectuaL leaders of the community who viewed feminism &s a divisive

ideology that confronted the images of Chicanas as "good wives and good
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motlrers"(1990t423-424), As lesbian women of color, such as Cherrie

Moraqa, published their writ.ings in the 1970s and ear-l¡' eighties,

attacks against them by ethnic l-eaders, including women, increased. As

stated earlier in this study, Chicatra lesbian-feminists r+ere labeled

"r'etrdiclas" or "sellouts" for melting into white society and dividiirg the

Chicano(a) movement.

Responses to this negative community acknowledgement are to pursue a

separabist strategy within their own ethnic communities, for¡n lesbian

coalitions across racial and ethnic lines, or continue to work within

broader ethnic movements and the feninist movements within them in order

to challenge heterosexuaf biases and homophobia. These actions again

hiqhlight a degree of personaì- agency within cuÌtural conflict in

refusing to remailr silenced within their ethnic communities by adopting

orìe c)r'more strategies to circumvent the sexist and heterosexist

attitudes of the ethnic community.

Thus, it appears that second-generation lesbians in AustraLia may have

been raised within a strorìg cultural, historical, political heritage

that allows no room for difference. Rainone writes of the "cripp-ling

effects a strong community has on dissenters, progressives, and

visionaries" as she witnessed in her Italian-American comnunity(1987:

344), As stated earlier, lesbianism may be interpreted as resistance or

rebellion to et.hnic heritage and culture:

All those childhood stories of resistance,

courage, bravery, of sticking together,

holding on to beliefs, each other, life,

struggling against people who wanted to take
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everything away, starting again in another

country twice- I'n proud of it all but...I

want to let go of it all- I want to be free

ancl float beyond the world of why.,.

(Fischer, 1990:26).

It may al-so appear to be a betrayal and ingratitude to the sacrifices

and clifficullies their parents have been through in order to establish

economically secure and educated lives for their daughters. Caterina

says of her parents, "they're starting to get oÌd and sick and I cantt

make their life more of a misery for them. It wou-Ld be the worst thing

that could happen to them." Luisa feel-s "they've always done so much for

me and want to do so much" that she could not "shock" them with her

lesbianism, and so she "will do anything to please" her parents "at the

expense" of her partner or her lesbian identity. As a Chicana lesbian

states in Baetz's collection of personal accounts in Lesbian Cfossroads,

it js "disrespectful" to say to her parents

'Look, I'm a lesbian, and you're going to have

to deal with it.' I don't have the right to

do that. They've been through so much in

their lives about being Chicanos and living

in this society. They've just taken so much

shit that I won't do that to them

( 1980:244).

Moraga also believes that a l-esbian is seen as a "traitor to her race"

by contributing to the "genocide" of her people. Homosexr-rality is a

wliite man's disease and the lesbian is "the white m&n's agent" in

destroying the minority culture(1986:184). Jewish lesbians nay be seen

as promoting anti-Semitisn because their identities and actions are
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" impossible" within Jewish -Law( Klepfisz, 1982b :47 ) .

several exanples of persorlal agency in the form of

ethnic group and gender expectations.

Again, we see

resistance to these

Lesbialis may also neecl the closeness of f amil-y, f riends, neighborlrs "t.c

share in the commonality of ethnicity for surviving in a blatantì.y

racist society"(Shockley, 1979:135). This issue particularly applies to

Third World and Black l-esbians (Cameron, 1978; Elizarde, 1979;

Chrystos,1981; Lockard, 1985) who may not want to risk the total

rejection by families and community on whom they rely for strength and

support, and often economic security in a white, racist, patriarchal

society(Carnlen, Gail, Shaila, Pratibha, 1984). Others fear the pain of

ostracism from positive eÌements of their ethnic cultr¡re:

The idiosyncracies of our fanilies, our

relationships to food, our hand gestures

ancl body mannerisms, our humour - aLl felt

like home. I miss that language, that

shared knowJ-edge which needs no explanation

(Mennis, 1982:93 ) .

Kaye/Kantrowitz speaks of the "visceral tug" of family and her

Jewishness as "å leitmotif in and out of my brain"(1982:30).

Lockard( 1985 ) found that Mexican-American lesbians did not join the

preclominantly white lesbian community of Chicago br.rt preferred to set up

their own networks within which they could maintain a strong sense of

ethnic identification and culture, despite being closeted or cstracised

from the wider Mexican-American comnunity.
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Frequent contact and a strong interdependence among fanil-y nembers, even

in adult life, are essential features of many ethnic groups; so the

threat of possible rejection and stigmatisation becomes a heavy

psychological burden. Espin(1987) found that Latina families tend to

treat lesbian daughters or sisters with silent tolerance: no open

acknowledgement but no denial of a place in the family either.

Caterina's parents cal-l- her "the different one". Although she feels they

know of her sexuality as they have met her women-friends, disapprove of

her hairstyle and l-iving away from home, they do not ask her about her

sexuality. Silvana, whose immediate family are well â.ware of her

lesbianism, spoke of excuses being found to explain away her lack of

interest in marriage and motherhood, such as her being too intelligent

or too dedicated to her work. Indeed, her imnediate family have not even

toLd relatives that, Silvana has l-eft home. "As far as they know, I've

lreen l-iving there for tìre last ten years. " Shockley believes that Black

lesbian writers need to live in their black communities and need the

slrpport against the racist wider society, and tlius often do not write

about "negating mi.sconceptions and fallacies" but Iive peacably within

their communities by writing about "what is socially

acceptabJ.e" (1979: 135 ).

If lesbians from ethnic families decide, with great clifficulty it

appe¿lrs, to live openly as J.esbians, they usually move away from their

ethnic families and commurrities, as did all four of my participants from

Italian-Austrafian background. Espin l-abels this an "ambivalent choice"

as many are "extremely r.uthappy" at having to forfeit much of their

cultural background in order to l-ive lesbian lifestyles (1987:47). In

discussing her moving away from her Indian commr¡nity, Valerio explains,
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It is hard to be around other people talking

about their lives and not be ab-le to talk

about your or{u in the same way. It causes a

false and painful separateness.

She sincerely believes in the sturdiness and healthiness of extendeci

families and feels "lucky to have been touched by such a situation while

qrowing up"(1981:44).

Other lesbians welcome the chance to negate their ethnic culture as it

has brought only untìecessary pain for then. Hence, cul-tural conflict has

Ied to the negation of ethnicity in order to live out one's sexuality.

caterina sees the Italian community as "insulated", "trapped in ilreir

own cuÌture", and her extended family being an added burclen:

if I could,just deal with lcoming out]

to my immediate family, that would be

one thing, but then I'd have to deal with

all the cousins lancl] Mum also has to put

up r+ith what the rest of the family say

about me.

Thus, she concl-udes,

I'd Love to totally cleny my Italian

background. I could still have a

cappuccino and a pizza... Ibut] I feel

much more comfortable not being involved

with Italians.

Again, throughout the above discr.rssions, the active negotiation of

ethnicity, sexuality and gender is apparent, albeit often accompanied by
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pain and ambivalence. Inclividuaf wonen who want to locate themselves

within their communities and fami-Lies as well as maintain their lesbian

identities o¡renly or secretly, negotiate a position of least discomfort

from which to do both.

The decision to keep her lesbiatrism secret or undiscussed nlay be based

on the secotrd-generation AustraLian woman's awareness of how unfamiliar

homosexuality is to her family and thus an acceptance that she may be

corìfrorìting them with a Ìifestyle choice that they do not possess the

knowledge or skills to deal with. As Luisa states, "it wouldn't even be

in their vocabularies, in theil minds, to think that sort of world

exists, especially for their children". Shockley(1979), Mays(198i) and

Espin(1987) discuss the difficult.y that ethnic communit¡' members may

have in utrclerstanding what homosexuality or Ìe'sbianism is, as t,hey irere

rìever me':ntiolred in their traditionaÌ societies. This lack of

comprehension aids in "fueling the flames of allimosity ancl

misinterpretation" (Shockley, 1979:134). For example, the black

commì-¡rìity constructs l-esbianism as a white, micldle class problem, anci so

it is viewecl with distrust and contempt, and as part of the dominant

culture's classist and racist oppression and potential fragmentation of

minority cultures. It is "unfortunate that oppression is not a good

instructor". Victims of oppression will, resort to "intolerances and

persecutions" in dealing with others in their own groups "who at'e

different and whom they clo not understand" and from whom they feel a

threat to the strength and survival presumed to come from homogeneity

(Clayborne,1978:458). For instance, black heterosexual women may be very

reluctant Lo examine their owtr homophobia. A major reason for this

silence is that heterosexual privilege is usually the only prir.ilege
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black r{omen have(Smith, 1983; Col-lins, 1990). Clarke al-so bel-ieves they

fear risking the displeasure of homophobic maì-es with whom they unite on

anti-racist issues. "BLack bourgeois female intellectuaì.s practice

lromophobia ìr.y omission" ( 1983 :203). She talks about Bell Hooks' f amous

book Ain't I a f{oman: Black l{omen and Feminism which seems to pnrposeLy

ignore the existence and centraf contributions of black lesbians to the

feminist movement."Ain't lesbians women too?" asks Clarke in analysing

the fears of alienating the black community and the bourgeois

political/intellectuaL establishment women such as Hooks

reveal( 1983:205 ). Thus, black lesbians become the "outsider/within"

(Co1l-ins, 1990:194). Barbara Smith offers another re&son: the

"attraction-repulsion thing". Ethnic r{omen speak o.ut against Lesbianism

because "if they don't they may have to deal with their own deep

feelings for women"(Smith and Smith, 1981:124). Lorde also stresses the

iclea that the Black lesbiall is "an emotional- threat only to those Black

women whose feelings of kinship and love for other black women are

prob].ematic in some way" ( 1984: 49 ) .

Indeed, this raises another issue for lesbians who are cledicated to

"leading the community in obtaining its goals" and so have decicled their

private Lives renain closeted or given second-rate attention(Rivera,

1978). In her ten-year interview study of over six hundred Puerto Rican

l-esbians, Hidalgo(1984) found many lesbians were involved in pol-itical

organizations and although these organizations may have accepted their

lesbian lifestyle, they were frequently asked to remain in the cl.oset

because their organizations believed that open identification of gay

members would hurt its political goals. Another revealing finding was

the high number of closeted Puerto Rican lesbians in positions of
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leadership in many of the most respected and established institutions

and organizations, Espin(1987) believes it can be assumed that the

professional experiences and educati.onal- level-s of Hispanic lesbians

will tend to be higher than that cf other Hispanic womerì, as they are

unencumbered by motherhood and marriage. This status and prestige within

their commul'rities, and their ability to serve the neecls of their

commlrnities, would be easily threatened if their lesbianism was

reveal-ed. Yet, it must be noted that these women did not actually negate

their lesbianism as the'cuLtural conflict'model's concept of the

r.ictim would indicate, but negotiated a position that allowed them to

maintain two identities that were both important to the women: ¿rs

lesbian, as ethnic communit.y* leader.

Anot,her issue that needs to be explored as contributing to the conflict

Iesbians may have with their ethnic communities is the preponderance of

traditional religious beliefs within some communities. An option may be

to totally negate their religious upbringing as Caterina has done:

"Until it can accept women, I can't see why it is important in my life".

Luisa al-so went through a phase of negating her strong reJ-igious beliefs

untiL becoming involved in the Catholic group for gay men and lesbians

and their allies macle her feel- that God was calling her again, saying,

"H.y, you don't need to be away from me because I love you the way y'or.t

are". Melina and Silvana see themsel-ves as very religious and spiritual,

btrt having cliscarded the Catholic "man-made" "dogma". In regard to the

experiences of black Lesbians, Clayborne believes the religious beliefs

of the Black communities are a ma,jor factor for the widespreed

homophobia. The church's infl-uence remains considerable because blacks

have "long depended on their faith for sustenarìce in difficult times and
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guiclance in their day-to-day existence"(1978;459). CIarke believes black

Americans have tried so hard to "debunk the racist mythoJ-ogy which says

our sexuality is depraved" that they have overcompensated and

assini-lated the Puritan values of sex as heterosexual and

procreative ( 1983: 199 ) .

b) Conflict with the Wider Anglo Society

The white super c¡.¡Iture. . . continually seeks

to erase my individuaL freedom to be

different...The brown community feels the

awful- terrifying pressure and transmits

urgent messages to me to bl-end, hide, retreat,

in order to survive...by any means necessary

including self clefacement, self negation, and

the allowance of powerlessness

( Canaan, 1981:236 ) .

TJris quotation iLlustrates how lesbians from non-English-speaking

backgrounds may feel coerced to conceal or negate their sexual-ity and

ethnicity in the wider community and how their ethnic communities may

internalise this pressure. Hetrce, social ascription is a ma,jor factor in

the 'cul-tural conflict' model as it supercedes or determines personal

agency. As Caterina explained, "so many people are cheated and conform

to social brainwashing. There'd be a lot more difference...if they were

free and safe to be who they wanted to be". Luisa finds it difficu-tt to

acknowledge her lesbianism as "a good part" of her because of the way

society portrays it a¡ld stereotypes lesbian women: "I don't like their

ideas of it being put onto me".
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Romano anaÌyses her insignificance in the wider Anglo-American society

despite her holding all the "right" credentials.

I speak the right language.

I follow the right customs.

I dress in the right cl-othes.

I bel-ieve in the right religion.

I earn a good living

( for a woman ).

( "A1I My Life", 1990:34 )

Nevertheless, her Italianness and lesbianism both render her

insignìficant. Even when one of the two is acknowleclged, the other will

be stereotyped or caricatured, as she presents in the poem "Vencletta":

I'm bired of being assured by

know-nothing non-Italians that

every women's bar in the

entire history of mankind

has been owned and operated

by the Mafia

( 1990: 42 )

Eva Johnson, an Aboriginal playwright, presents her l-esbian protagonist

facing the same issues in the monologue "Alison":

pissed off at having to always justify

my Aboriginality

to everyone-

because I don't live in the bush,

because I have a relationship with a r"/oman,

becauseIownahouse,
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because I

because I

because I

won't be patronized,

don't sell out for a well-paid job,

Ìook as if I have my shit together,

( 1990:74I-742),

Combinations of economic, racist, sexist and heterosexist oppressions

are the ma.jor reasons why lesbians frorn ethnic backgrounds do not emerge

within the "ontsicle wor1d"(eg.Elizarrle, 1979). Beck details the limits

that the dominant culture places on "otherness". One can be Jewish and

recoqnizecl as an ethnic "other", or orìe can be lesbian and recognized as

sexually "other"; but if a woman tries to claim both identities

publically and politicaÌly, she is "exceeding the l-imits" of what is

"permitted to the margina-I" (1982: xiii ) . Patriarchy is one of the ma,jor

forces that fragments the loyalties of those who beLong to more than one

minority group. 'Ihis fraqmentation disempowers the woman, coercing her

to choose between aspects of her identity to presetrt tc the wider

soc i ety.

Racism or anti-Semitism come from the wider society; social ascription

in the form of media stereotypes and caricatures of homosexuality come

from the wider society. As Romano writes, "Accorcling to the media, both

mainstrean and al-ternative,... we're all such wonderful lovers, there

aren't any Italo-American lesbians or gay men"(1990:2). Both racism and

heterosexism are internalized as negative by the l-esbian and her ethnic

family and community leacling to further discrimination, pre,judice and

re.jection. Hence, the lesbian faces alienation from the wider society

which feeds its social ascriptions to tlie ethnic community, which

internalizes them, adds them to their own repertoire of reasons for
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repressiorì, and ostracises the lesbian as well if she'comes out'. Thus,

to deal with the racist and heterosexist hostil,ity of the wider world,

Iesbians may conceaì- their sexual identities from their ethnic

communities where at l-east they can recej-ve a greater warmth and support

without dealing with racism atrd ethnocentrism(Mays, 1981; Quintanales,

1981; Berkovitch, 1982; Lockard, 1986; Espin, 1987 ).

Te Awekotuku from New Zealand recalls her attempts to be involved in the

wic.ler Anglo society's world were "shrugged of f " even within radical

political orqanizations. "Apart from being Maori, good god! I wasn't

even a real ¡ioman!"(1984:118). Likewise, to avoj.d "additional oppression

where urìnecessary, " Clayborne writes of the belief. amongst black

homosexuals that. although they may be active in the wider society's

campaigns for gay riÉhts, once these rights are secured, "blacks will

still have to contend with racism whii.e white homosexuals wil-L be free

of any oppression" ( 1978:463 ) .

Thns, iL is evident that cultl¡ral conflict with the wider community

stems from two factors: the sociaÌ ascription and sterotyping tlìat

imposes identity labels on lesbian women from non-English-speaking

backgrounds; and the effect of this ascription on the women's ethnic

comnunity who internalise the messages received from mainstream sources

in regard to lesbianism and thus pJ.ace aclded pressure on the women. A

crucial situation woulcl be where the ethnic f ami.l-y members' only

knowledge of homosexuality has cone from heterosexist media

presentations.
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NevertheJ.ess, the personal agency of these women cannot be denied for

they are sti-ll maintaining an ethnic and lesbian identity in resistance

to, or circumventing, wider heterosexist and ethnocentric social

attitudes.

c) Conflict with the Predominantly Anglo-feminist Movement,

In her poem "The Fly", Romano examines her precarious position within

the American lesbian-feminist movement:

I ta-L ians are not Ol ive enough,

not light or dark enough,

to be recognized by the American

Lesbian community.

I'm standing now and I'm speaking

yet I am neither seen nor heard.

( 1990: 40 ) .

This is an example of cultural conflict where the lesbian community may

not positively acknowl-edge the womants ethnic iclentity and indeed

imposes another form of assimilation on her. Members of this community

nay have internalised racist or ethnocentric attitudes that posit

lesbians from ethnic backgrot¡ncls as outsiders. Melina no longer sees

herself as part of the "feminist movement" precisely because her past

experiences left her feeling like an outsider.

I don't have a lot of respect for quite a

Iot of the women in the so-called 'Í{omen's

movement'...Most of them were fairly

narrow in their outlook and bhe only

women who lived, as far as they were
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concerned, as far as tlìeir blinkered eyes

could see, were white Anglo-Saxon womerìr

of educated miclclle-class backgrounds. ..

Silvana clescribes the lesbian-feminist movement as imposing a "fishbowL

s-vtrdrome" on herself and other l-esbians from non-English-speaking

backgrorrnds. At woments events, they feel like they are in a "golclfish

bow1" witir other women "looking at you, peering in at you, ancl you tend

to feeL a little exposed". They become ob,jects of curiosit.y due to their

ethnic backgrounds .just as in a heterosexual setting their lesbianism

might evoke the same "fishbowl syndrome".

However, we must be aware of the reversal of ethnoeô-.Lrism that leads to

lesbians from ethnic backgrouncls const''.rcting a homogenised picture of

white feminists and/or whì+" lesbians. De Ishtar is a lesbian of Irish

background who does .ut want to be included under the label "Anglo" and

sÞ- speaks of the diversity within the "Anqlo-CeItic' group- Irish,
a uttish. l{elsh(1991:10). The diversity that exists within t.he Anglo-

feminist movement needs to be recognised, and indeed rarely is

acknowledged by many of the researchers and essayists that wil-1 be cited

in this section. An "us" and "them" situation is still being perpetuated

that can only contribute to the sense of conflict. Luisa presents this

"us/them" dichotomy in several statements, such as,

Australian lesbians ,just don't realise

how strong our culture is and how much

it means to us...I feel out of the

lesbian-feminist movement because I'm

not what they woulcl accept. I don't Ìook

Iike the norm-fe¡ninist. They set up their
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own rul-es and if you don't f it in, like

shaving the legs, shaving under the arms,

some of these wonen create more barriers.

By virtue of her race, the AIrglo/white l-esbian may ha','e a certain power

and priviJ-ege, and resources, that may facilitate her visibility and

socio-poJ-itical- effectiveness, She may have famil-v connections,

education, and time to generate a bocly of lesbian-feminíst ideolog¡' or

buiLd a support network through volunteer activities. Lesbians from

Third World and Black backgrounds may not even h¿rye women's centres, a

body of Literatr¡re, or human resources to generate visibility and

support structures(Mays,1981:76), For example, Romano taÌks about the

feeling that "big sister is watching you". Having tittle or no power

beyoncl their community, lesbians with power within their community often

abuse it' developing their own definitions that still coerce women into

specific categories that suit wliite women's needs:

i look rvhite, therefore I an white,.. Ianci]

assigned wasp history and culture.,.It means

that whatever problems I have that might be

caused by anti-Italian bigotry are of less

significance... If I am Olive, if Italo-Americans

have suffered oppression, my story deserves space

in a lesbj.an literary ,journaÌ (1990: 1-3).

She reviews three novels about Italian-American lesbians that have been

publishecl by the lesbian press. Each falls into one of three categories

al.l-owed by "lesbian censorship": all- problems are blamed on the ma-Le-

dominated Italian cuftnre; racism in the lesbian community only occurs

against l¡lack lesbians; and Italian-American Lesbians are white and
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middle class, and therefore ethnicall,v insignificant. In attenpting to

ptrbl-ish her own poetry that often honor.trs her family and ethnic

community, she is often told that her Italian-Anrerican val-ues are

"feeding into negative stereotypes"; that poems protesting against anti-

Italian bigotry are racist; that ItaLian-American images should be rnade

acceptable to the "ma,jority culture", and that independent immigrant

F/omen appeâr in her writing Lrecause she has been infl.uenced by Anglo-

American images ( 1990: 8 ),

Lesbian communities' acknow-Ledgement of women could both threaten as

welI as affirm individual constructions of identity. As wibh any other

minority group, efforts to achieve solidarity and cohesiveness often

conflict with efforts to foster individuality and internal diversity.

Women may become alienated and clisillusioned with lesbian commnnities

because of unrealistic exÞectations of mutual support and idealistic

views of "sisterhood". Melina experienced this disil-lusion:

"TheyIlesbian-feminists] get around and write tbeir papers and say alì,

these wonderful words...but if I fall over or pass out, they'll

keep waÌking...because we're aÌl so alienated". Instead, she finds her

models of "sisterhood" in the Italian women from peasant backgrounds who

"love each other, who are there when .your bum needs wiping, who will be

there to put their &rms &round you and ho-Ld you... I{hen you kil-l the

pig, everyone comes and helps you..'That is sisterhood to me." Silvatra

also feels marginalised in the feminist-lesbiatr movement, and

clisillusioned b.v the concept of "sisterhood":

I'm disillusionecl with a lot of feminist

women and their poIitics... 'sisterhood

is bullshit'...because there are women who
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aren't sisters and will never be sisters.

Exclusion, alienation, and coercion to group norms become apparent in

-lesbian communities(Krieger, 1982; Lockard, 1985). They may demand

conformity and commitment as much as ethnic communities do, and thus may

place the lesbian from an ethnic background, such as Luisa who felt- the

Ìesbian-feminist movement had its own regulations, in a situation of

coercion from two strong communities. For example, Rainone finds

lesbians "policing one another's behaviour", dress and val-ues. The

previously quoted section from Luisa also commented on this, as does her

following statement:

I like dressing up..,You know some lesbians

go out of their way not to look like a

feminine woman. Whereas I prefer to keep

that femininity... , another reasotì why I

feel out of that lesbian-feminist movement.

I'm not what they woul-d accept.

Melina also felt coerced to conform to feminist and l-esbian-feminist

"r'ules": "Itm not into Fascism and I'm not into uniforms, and Itn not

into ghetto lif estyles. " Ancl i t was her ref usal to ass j,mi l-ate or

passively retreat fron the women's groups that caused her to be "thrown

ottt" of a wonen's studies course and become a-lienated from the feminist

movement.

Lesbians in commr¡nities may have so little in common and instead of

acknowledging and utilising this diversity, they ma.l¡ force each other

into sameness; a sameness not acceptable when discussing an ethnic

community and yet it is set up artificiaLly in a lesbian community. "Our
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problem is how to recoq'nize onr diversity and still feel enough

connected to one another to work together" (Rainone,1987:349). Chrystos

also believes the "superficial rules" of Ìesbian communities result in

"stricture and censorship". Throwing off "the outer trappings" of their

ctrltures has not led to trew joys but rather disatisfaction with one

another, "lies, pretensions, the snobbery and cliquishness"(1g81:Gg).

Thus, i¡r doing away with the need for. ethnic comnunity acknowledgement,

lesbians may find their persotral iclentities moulded by the posit,ive and

negative acknowÌedgements from a lesbian community. Again, personal

agency is undermined or seetì as a threat to group stability. Silvana

speaks of how Angì-o-feminist-lesbians often feel "threatened by cuLtural

differences and become defensive. " Assumptions were made about the way

she responded, behaved, and the way they should behave with her. She

coulcl see this happening to other women from different ethnic or

Alloriginal l¡ackgrounds, or in the way migrant women were being spoken

¿rbout in f eminist circles.

Espin's study found that rel-iance on support groups in an "Anglo

context" onJ-y increases the invisibility of the lesbians in their

Hispanic community as well as leaving them vul-nerable to dj.scrimination

from Anglo-l-esbian communities. Even when they believe

it is easier to be Cuban enong lesbians

than it is to be lesbian among Cubans,

they do not feei- fully comfortable not

l¡eing both...However, because of the

realities of racism and heterosexism that

they have to confront, they are forced to

choose for their lives those alùernatives
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that are more Lo-l-erable or less costly to

them (1987:48).

Davenport outlines the dilemma:

When we attend a meeting or ßathering

of theirsIlesbian comnunity], we are seen in

only one of two ways: as being white-washed

and therefore sharing aJ-I their value-s,

priorities, and goals..., or if we mention

something particular to the experience of

bl-ack women rlre are seen ¿Ls threatening,

hostil-e, and subversive to their

interests ( 1981: 86 ) .

However' despite this pressure to assimilate to group expectations, the

above statements reveal the women's agency in challenging such

prescriptions of identity' albeit with the potential for difficutt

outcomes. They "clìoose" alternatives, and speak out at Lesbian communiIy

meetings despite the risk of hostile reactio¡rs.

Lees(1986) theorizes that because feminist ideals frequentl-y clash with

cultural practices, the call- to respect cultural patterns uncriticalÌy

is problematic for feminist.s. For exanple, Arnup(1983) believes that if

emphasising the importance of rcoming out', radical lesbians may

contribute to the guiLt ancl frustration experienced by women who decide

they are unable to be open about their sexuality. Lr.risa has experienced

tbis coercion in groups:

TheyI Anglo-Austral ian lesbian-feminists ]

just think,'Whatts wrong with coming out

to themlfamilyl? They'1.ì. be alright, they'll
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get over it eventually'. It was bad enough

.just moving out of home.

She has aÌso experienced this with past Anglo-Australian partners,

causing a painful feeling of divided loyalties:

It ,j ust used to f nrstrate herImy partner], make her

angry to the point that she would take it

out or.r m.y f ami ly and then I would f ind myself

protecting my family after I'd put them down.

A qreater sensitivity to all issues involved and the need to respect

personal choice are therefore required.

According to Smith(1984), lesbian separatism and cultural feminism only

work when the more stringent realities of cì-ass and race are either not

operative, because everyone involved is white and middle class, or when

these realities are "ignored or forcibly denied", Lesbian separatism may

not be useful for poor ancl rvorking c-Lass white women, nor the majority

of women fron etluric backgrounds because, "in attributing tÌìe whole of

r{omerìts op¡rression to one cause, the existence of men (or of

patriarchy)", it tends to leave out many other forces tliat oppress womerì

who are not economically or- socially privileged(1984:84). White lesbians

often accuse lesbians of col-or of being "man-identified" rather than

understanding these women's concerns with issues of race. Another issue

th.at lesbia¡rs f rom ethnic backgrounds f ind content ious in lesbian

separatism is the idea that ib is political-ly effective to work o¡r

racisnl or arìy other system of oppression solely within a women's

movement context. Smith(1984) stresses that working on these problems

only with other feminists is not going to substantially affect the power

structure from which these prob-lems spring. The Combahee River
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Collective stress their "solidarit¡r with progressive Black men...arouncl

the fact of rece...which white women of course do not need to have with

white men, rrnless it is their negat.ive solidarity ¿s racial

oppressors"(1981:213). In her research, Hidalgo(1984) also found t,hat

Puerto Ricatr lesbians often suborclinate the lesbian issue to devobe more

energJ to fighting oppression based on race and ethnicity. These actions

are felt to be misinterpreted by white middle-class lesbian-feminists as

lack of interest and responsibility in feminist issues. The problems of

the PrterLo Rican communit,y often seem contradictory to the goals of the

white, lesbian-feminist movement(Rivera, 1978).

Although helping to destroy the stereotypical role of women with regard

to men, feminism may not be concentrating on destroying the stereotypes

that women place on other women because of their. ethnic or racia_I

backgrounds(Elizarde, 1979; Canyon Sam, 7982; De Ishtar and Sitka,

199i). Silvana is very aware of the sterotyping of Ar¡stralian women from

nc-n-EngÌish-speaking backgrounds as ignorant of homosexuality. She

¡'ecal-ls an incident at a ¡vomen's meeting on trade unions and labour

i ssues :

There r{as a big pLenary session and lesbians

were getting up ancl saying, tl{e have to talk

about these iss¡.res of sexuality' and the

migrant women were standing up and saying,

'IVe've got more important things to talk about',

Ancì these Anglo hrornen were turning around and

saying'But what do you know? Do you really

know what lesbian issues are about?' A¡rd one

Greek wom&n stood up ancl said,'Have you ever
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heard of Lesbos'l This is not an Anglo isLand.

It's not an Anglo world we live in'.

Bulkin discusses the anger she f eeJ-s when, &s a " f eninist academic,

commutrity activist, progressive Jewish", she has to remind other women

that "we were tlìere", and recognizing the concerns of lesbians from

etluric backgrounds as serious, and "not a divergence f rom tìre 'rea-L'

issues"(1984:146). Being black and lesbian may mean being on lhe outsicle

of feminist academia:

It is time for Black lesbians to stop

internal ízi.ng our owrì inval-idation. A

feminist culture without our voices wilI be

as 1 imited and limiting as the culture it is

tr-ving to be an alternalive to (Birtha, 1982: 149 ) .

Elizarde believes that when dealing with white feminist groups, lesbians

from ethnic backgror¡nds should always introduce themselves with their

ethnicity:

you are saying, 'Just because I am lesbian

like you doesn't mean that I want to be

swallowed up into your white feminist

culture ( 1979 z7I) ,

She also advocates the "herstorical" search by feminist academics for

lesbian women within various cultures in order to validate and provide

t.he necessary sense of affirnation. Hidalgo(1984) found that Puerto

Rican lesbians experienced more overt racism fro¡n the Anglo- gay

community than the wider society. Although lesbíans had facecl difficulty

in raising tìreir issues in heterosexuaL wornen's groups, they do not

appe¿ùr to ernpathise with et.hnic women's ef forts to har.e racism
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discussed. In her study' Lockard finds ethnicity is a significant factor

in not belonging to the lesbian comnunity. Merican-American lesbians

maintain their own social networks. Cul-tural and linguist.ic differences,

plus a history of pre,judice altd discrirnination, have created a barrier

that, is "not overcome by the bond of common sexna-l preference"(1985:92).

Beck ¡'ecalls her experience of having given "a great deal of energy to

the lesbian-feminist movement", but when decicling to find out whether-

she would be accepted "as a Jew", she was "terribly disappointed and

confused to feel invisible" and discriminated against because of her

cl-aim lo Jewish identity( 1982: xviii ). As she questions,

Need one oppression cancel out another'l

I{oulcl the recognition that it is not either/or

bLrt both/and be too overwhelming? What wor¡lcl

happen if we aclnitted that oppressed groups

can themselves be oppressive?

(1982:xxii).

The values of family and the strong sense of belonging fel-t in an ethnic

community may not found in the white lesbian-feminist community. There

may be no place for a NESB lesbian to share her music, -l-anguage, food,

cultural- val-ues. Her "white sisters" may advocate the creation of their

own family structure withor¡t unclerstanding the importance of existing

fami I ies:

I may be looked upon as unliberated by

lesbian feminists, and would like not to feel

as totally obligated to my family as I do,

but I ultinately don't want to lose that sense

of family iclentity as much as my white sisters
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do (Rivera, \978:226).

Luisa believes that many Anglo-Austral-ian lesbians are "Ioners", without

their biological famil-y and "no others", and she "coul-d not understand

how they survive -[ike that". She believed a group of lesbians could not

be a replacement for her family. Rainone finds it difficult to belong to

any lesbiall commutìit.y because the Ital-ian-American values, customs ancl

beliefs are differetrt and sometimes "antithetical" to those of Angì-o-

American lesbian-feminists(1987:349). In the questionnaire issued to

nine hundred black lesbians, Cauthern(1979) found 82% felt alienated

within white lesbian communities, were treated as a novelty, sought as

Iovers because of the stereotype of their sexua-l pror{ess, or were used

as tokens or symbols of the white lesbian's liberalism.

AÌthough a lesbian fron an ethnic background may adopt the predominantly

white lesbian community as her support system, she may do so at the

expense of integrating her J-esbianism with her ethnicity, leaving her

fragmented. Due to this "cultura-l" or "racial" confì,ict, ethnic ninority

lesbians and black lesbians such as Audre Lorde write of the need for

establishing their own support networks, ancl of role modelling on each

other:

silence has been a burden laid upon us...

creating a lack with which we al-l- struggJ.ed

... I do not wish to share in laying that

sane burden upon my younger bl-ack sisters

çvho search for some word intinating, Yes,

indeed we did exist ( 1978 2222),

In her public l-etter to Mary Daly, Lorde writes

When radical lesbian feminist theory disnisses
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usr it encourages its own demise... Iand]makes

it far easier to turn away from you completely

than to attempt to understand the thinking

behind your choices. .. ( 1981:96).

Snith also writes of this need to establish black lesbian networks that

will provide an oasis amidst the conflict and coercion from the black

community and the white lesbian connunity:

There are subl-ininal nuances of communication,

shared fixes on reality, modes of expressing

oneself, and ways of moving through the world...

in reÌationship to the dominant culture.

womerr need to turn to each other as "potential a-Llies"(1981:72-73).

Alice Lee, co-founder of the Chinese Lesbian Group in 1983, writes how

wonclerful it was "to be able to say exactly what you wanted without

having to expÌain a whole histor.v of co-Lonialism and racism and so

on" (1990:338 ). Quintanales be.l-ieves it is "aclmitting f ailure" when she

sár.ys "only other Latina, bicultural lesbi*rl norun can satisfy my needs",

but it is llot only a "personal failure" but a failure of "millions" in

ethnic minority enc.Iaves" and thus a significant indication of fail-ures

of white feminism a¡rd the wider society as well(1981;148). However, the

"pain of ethnic invisibility" and "the perils of'passing"'as white are

too pronounced not to warrant a seeking out of other Latina lesbians

with which to form a new community and "family"(1981 :151). Luisa

believes that forming a support group of Italian-Australian -Iesbians

wouLd be very useful-;

only they can real--ly unclerstand what

it's like, not only being a lesbian but

being an Italian Lesbian and how our family
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background is so strong, tlie culture, the

religion, all of tìrat.

She was glacl that she had one other Italian-AustraÌían lesbi&n as a

close friend as they could support each other. Silvana also found that

havitrg another ItaÌian-AustralianÌesbian as one of her closest friencls

was very important. From the moment the.v were introduced by mutual

friends, they "qrabbed holcl of eacll other and hung on":

We spent night after night just talking

about the way we related to our fanilies

and our backgrounds".

Her parlner is also of European background and Silvana finds they

ttnderstancl each other's negotiations with fanily. For example, they will

visit their families separately but at Lhe same time so that the other

is not left feeling isolated at home.

Again' we see how the conflict with the predominantly Ang-lo-feminist

movement and what may be its community expectations and ascriptions

actually leads to personal- agency in locating and identifyìng with

stlpport groups of wometr from one's own background. Thus, assimilation to

both AngJ.o-feminist and ethnic com¡nunities is achieved through

resistance and actively establishing one's own support networks of other

women who also want to incorporate elements of both into their personal

identities.

Thus, we have seetr how Anglo-feminists and lesbian commutìities may

practice their own forms of ascription and assimiÌation to which

lesbians from eth¡ric backgrouncls must react, thus involving a degree of

personal agency. This may take the form of ethno-specific Lesbian
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support groups that provide the community acknowÌedgfenent a lesbian

needs of both her sexrtality and her ethnicity. It is aÌso apparent how

ea*sy it is to discuss ethnocentrisn within the "white" or Anglo-

movements in quite ethnocentric berms, cleclarinA that the movements wish

to honogenise or assimilate ethnic women while at the same time

homogenisinq and stereotyping all "whihe" or Anglo-lesbians in the

process.

d ) Summary

This constant need to homogenise ancl assimilate individuals to

particular groups or categories has been a signifi.cant factor throughout

this chapter's discussion of the tcultural- conflict' model. Cultural

conflict arises mainly J:ecause an individual- feels coerced to conform to

homogenous and assimil-ative groups that propose contradictory

identities. Nevertheless, this chapter's discussion has also shown how,

despite ascriptive forces ancl constraints, lesbians from non-English-

speaking backgrounds do exercise varying degrees of personal agency by

resistance ancl circumvention, albeit in rather emotionally difficult

ways. The very fact that these women do not deny their lesbianism

completely is indicative of their determination not to be passive

victims caught between confl-icting categorisations.

Section Two: The 'Cul,tural Complementaritv/Choice' ModeL and Lesbians

from Ethnic Backgrounds.

In contrast to the'cultural- conflict'model that posits lesbians from

ethnic backgrounds as victims of negative communit.y acknowledgement and
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social ascription, the cultural synthesis or complementarity model,

constructs Lesbians from ethnic backgrouncls as active agents,

negotiating and selectirtg from the dominant culture, ethnic subculture,

alrd homosexual and/or feminist subculture. They understand the "whys a¡cl

wherefores" of each group, and embrace and discard various values and

concepts according to personal needs and wants within the avaiLable

options. Melina explains this cJ-earJ-.1':

I don't really feel that I'm ever denying

or keeping siJ.ent...People like me are reaJ-ly

lucky because we live in a lot of different

wor-lds and it's a buzz, I can communicate

otì ¿rny leve-l-. . . and i t's exci ting to have this

nultiple identity.

Silvana also feels that despite some clashes, she has great control over

her life and enjoys her "muLtipl-icity " or feel-ing of "floating" between

and within groups:

I'm absolutely in control of my choices in

life. I'd be a fool if I said nobody defines

me ... fbutl where is this rule written that I

have to be one or the other in order to-be

happy? I can find my strength within me to

be wherever I want to be and take what I want

and give as much as I want back...We all

wear lots of hats. What's wrong with that?

Fewer studies perceive Iesbians from ethnic backgrounds within this

model and it is significant that the majority of these studies a¡rd

essays are by Jewish lesbians who have formed solid support networks for
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each other within their ethnic background framework. Economic and class

factors seem to be l-ess prevalent in their discussions of their family

and communities although anti-Semitism is significant. There appears to

be a greater confidence and power to focus on one's personal identity

constructiott rather tltan the need to put asicle personal- concerns for tlie

wider socio-economic concerns and social identit.v construction of the

family ¿nd ethnic group. For example, Wahba(1982) speaks of straddlinq

two support systems: the lesbi&n community and her family of origin.

Segal, wltose background is black and Jewish, sees lterseLf as being on a

"vatrtage poitrt" rvhich affords lìer "a unique and invaluable perspective

olt Jewisli racism ancl Black anti-semitism" ( 1982: 56 ) . t{hen the various

sub,j ectivities are consiclered, one must concil-iate the nultiple selves:

To choose to be a Jew only gives you a

home amo¡rg the Jews. To choose to be a

lesbian gives you rìo pe&ce..,To be a lesbian

separatist remembering the Jews, the Jews from

which you came and whom you carry in you,

makes .you remember over and over again being

an outsider among outsiders(Dykewomon,1982: 153 ) .

Wolfe reiterates this idea of blending the e-lements of the fragmented

self in some way for she is "at once a Jewish mother and a Lesbian, a

Lesbian feminist and the mother of a Jewish son" (7982:164 ). A

combination of lesbian and Jewish consciousness means creating different

patter-ns of seeing and eperiencing the worLd, the "angles of vision

lrecome more multiple"(Beck, 1982:xiv). Happy Ho also sees being a

lesbia¡l from Asian background living in a predominantly Anglo-Austral-ian

heterosexual society as having given women Iike her "eyes that are

forever open and minds that are free to learn. " She labels herself a
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"displaced person", due to minority ethnicity, gender and sexuality and

yet this very displacement is an asset as she can "live with a code" of

her own(De Ishtar and Sitka, 1991:8 ) .

Lesbians of ethnic backgrounds thus challenge the "Ìesbia¡r as passive

victim" theor¡'. Garcia(1990) believes her multiple self makes her able

to challenge the white feminist movement's racist tendencies, t,he et,hnic

movement's sexist tendencies, and in both as well as in the wider

society, challenge homophobic tendencies. Some lesbi&n groups believe

socio-economic factors shoul"d not be allowed to impede the devel-opment

of strotrg support networks that assist in the negotiabion of ethnicity

alrd sexual-ity. Te Awekotuku identifies as a "Fourth World woman" who is

oftell "compellerl to consider the colliding urgencies" of her life and of

her "tril¡al worl-d"- sexism, racism, classism.

I move within many worlds, yet share the

conf idence and securit.y of my comnunity of

tribal women, and a branching global netwot.k

of lesbian sisters. ,. I refuse to reject any

one facet of myself. I claim all cultures,

all my conflicts (1984: 720-721),

Several ethnic and bLack lesbians write about the need and possibilitv

of synthesizing elenents of ethnicity and sexuality and that this

process can be quite liberating, free from the restraints and discourses

of any single subculture. Lesbians can accept and enjoy their negotiated

positions of "coltnectedness and difference" (Lorde,1978:225ìl. They see

the process as one of working within alL constructs of t.he self, al-l the

representations of sub.jectivity avaiLable to one, selecting what is the

best for oneself, ancl understanding the "whys and wherefores" of each
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avail,able discourse in order to inform the daily selection,/negotiation

process(CIayborne, 1978; Sorrel, 1982; Louise, 1989). Teubal(1982) sees

herself as wearing a coat of many co-Iours; Segal(1982) sees her

inte¡'r¿rciality'as a strength to challenge and educate the ignorant about

the other, and to "dispute misconceptions" about what she is supposed to

be ( 1982: 58 ) .

This centering of marginality mealìs all women are âw&re of their

negotiations within the politics of difference. Alt women are defining

themselves across difference, whether bhey identify as homosexual or

heterosexual, Anglo-Australian or one of the many so-cal1ed ethnic-

Australian identities. Melina refuses to be seen as a victim:

I get so angry with women's movement's stuff

where everybody has to be in bloody agolly

. and pain all the time. Some of us actually

don't like being the victim. We get on with

it and work it out...and we don't want to

be pitied. I{e are very proud and we hold our

heads high.

She refuses to Locate herself within &ny communit.v because she cannot

prioritise her ethnicity or sexuality and prefers the equal

complementarity of both.

I don't feel torn between groups at ali-.

If anybody puts down my cultural group

or lesbian women, I'I1 fight for whichever

is rel-evant at the time...I'm independent.

Silvana acknowledges how "complex" her identity is but does not regard

herself as a victim because of it. She sees her identity as fl-uid,
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constantl-y being made by her social, political and other associations,

and her responses to these. And this diversity has its toll but far more

rewards:

I'd like to know who wrote this rule

book that says human beings have to fit in,

like there are hooks and everyone fee.l-s Like

they have to hang themselves on a hook, like

it's too perilous not hanging on a hook...[I'm]

really strengthened by...floatIing] from one

group to another.

Feminism is seen as having the potential to acknowledge and utilise the

diversity of ¡,¡omen. As Adams questions,

if you can't be st¡re that the other Xs,

Ys, or Zs are going to be sympathetic to

your additional identity as a V or a W, with

whon will you organize? (1989:28l.,

Women shoul,d be able to speak of the positive appreciation and upholding

of their muJ-tiple subjectivities in ways similar to the following;

Zionism brought me out as a Jew. The

woments movement brought me out as a

feminist. The gay liberation movement

brought me out as a lesbian. All are self-

affirning. All are Iife-affirming. Al-1 have

nade the difference between the denial of

who I a¡n and the affirmation of who I am

( Baunan , 7978: 236 ) .
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As with the studies of lesbians from ethnic backgrounds within the

'cultural conflict' moclel, a more thorough investigation of the

'culturaÌ conplementarity' moclelts concept of the prevaÌence of personal

agency over community acknowledgement and social ascription will be

possible if the discussion is subdivided into ethnic home and community,

the wicler Anglo society, ancl the feminist movement.

a) Choice with Ethnic Home and Community.

I know you just want me to be happy...It's

not your fault I'm a lesbian Mumma and it's

not bad- it's good

says Gretel to her mother in Fischer's play(1990:8). She has been'out'

to her family f'or some time, still- participates in family and community

events such as her parents'Golden Anniversary (to which her partner

Rita is inr.ited ) and the iewish Pesach religious ritr.ral-. She is also

educating them about lesbianism, gently cal-ming their concerns ancl

allaying their fears with hunour:

my Jewish Lesbian group. I thought I told

you about them. . .don't worry. . .I thought .you'd

be happy...at least they are Jewish,..What do

lesbians do at Pesach? Just the same as you...

I'm using the Jewish Lesbian Prayer Book from

the Lesbian and Gay Synagogue in San Fran-

cisco Mumma...Whatl Papa wants a copy..,

( 1990: 26-28) .

In her poem, "To Show Respect", Romano aLso talks about Italian-Americal.l

-[esbians feasting, praying, attending mass and participatinq in
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Christmas and other rituals (1990:22-24). Her ethnicity arrd re.l-igion

have combined to make her strong:

When I think of m¡' Italian-American Catholic

chi ldhoocl , I thiltk of strong wonetì- my mother ,

my granclmother, the lluus, and the Vj-rgin Mary

(1991: 1 ) .

These are examp-les of cultural complementarity ancl personal agenc-v in

the intersections of ethnicity, sexual,ity and gender in action. As

Biren(1982) writes, lesbians should be able to decide which aspects of

their et.hnlc and religious heritage have value for them and be aware of

the special contril¡ution they will be making to the continual

redefinition of what it means to be a Jewish woman or Itali¿n-Anerican

r{omarì or Chicana, and so oll . Te Awekotuku sees her role models as being

the fierce woman fighters and writers of Maori legend and myth; and the

"resilient, courageous women" of her own extended family. It is thus her

responsibility to "erìsure their stories are not lost" in "male-

tratrslated history"(1984: 119). By investigating lesbianism within

tt'aditional societies, such as in the American Indian cultures, lesbians

can redefine and validate eLements of that "herstory" that rçrruld

otherwise be omitted or lost over time. "We rnust not allow this

conspiracy of silence t,o prevent us from discovering who rve have been

and who we are"(Allen,1981:84). Lee found the lack of role models for

Chineseì-esbians a ma,jor problem. Upon discovering the previ"',s

existence of a "sisLerhood" in Chinese history, she felr ¿ Breater sense

of valiclation; "the security of knowing we are not the first, or b,'- atrJ¡

mearìs the last" led to her co-founding of the Chinese Lesbian

Group ( 1989: 338 ) .
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Most writers believe the onÌy way this conplementarity or synthesis wi1l

be achieved is by 'coming or-rt' to one's sexual , cultural and ethnic

self (eg. Horwitz' 1982). ZttLer ¡vrites that minorit,y ethnic l-esbians

often t'epot't that their mothers have an easier time accepting their

lesbianism bhan they had expected. This could be because of the mother's

familiarity with oppression ¿ncl being an outsider. "Her own

stignratisation may allow her qreater empath.v with a daughter who

e¡rcounters stigma within their shared culture"(1987:186), Melina has

'come out'to her family and is very close to them. When her mother

asked her, "Are you more comfortable with women than with men", Melina

thought that "if she had the courege to ask such a question, there was

no r+a..y" she could lie to her. In response, her mother gave her total

acceptance, related her own experiences and those of others she knew as

a young girl in Italy, and made it her "duty" to inform other members of

the extended familr'. Melina is "lol'ed and respected" and seen as a "very

significant persorì" by members of her family of all ages. For example,

family members often tur¡l to her to interpret documents and assist in

other official matters due to her tertiary education.

Silvana has aLso'come out'to her famiÌy and wi-ì-I do so to anyone if

she is asked, Her mother asked her about her relationships and although

'coming outtproved difficuÌt at first, such as bei¡lg thrown out of home

for atvhile, her family is presently "well aware I'm in a relationship

with a womarì". They "fluctuate between accepting the relationship" and

her partner- who her father in particr-rlar likes very much- and rejectj.on

of the idea of this being a sexual as well as -loving relationship. 0n

the one hancl, her family is "relieved" that she has settLed into a

"good" r'elationship and on the other hand they think "it's not rigltt".
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Now, she sees her issues of acceptance with her parents as no better c¡r'

worse from many offspring and Lhe numerous issues they have with

parents.

Cl¿rrke(1983) believes poor black communities have often accepted those

<tttts ide the rul ing culture due to the i r greater empathy, radical ism a¡td

eat'thiness. Melina believes Italians B.re very aware of homosexuality.

SIle has met many Italian wonen "who have re-Iationships r+ith other llomerì

trncl the¡' are aII esconced in marriage". The first-generation Italians

&r'e "down-to-earth and gutsy", with a "good understanding" of

ItomosexuaÌity. Silvana recalls the girls in high school from ItaÌian

backgrouncl being very aware of homosexual-ity and some of tìren relating

the conversations they had had with their parents. One girl's mother had

"given her a speech" about "the different kinds of love" between people,

including two people of one sex. As Cl-arke finds in the black community,

il- is the conservative middle class who endeavour to emulate white

conservative power that oppress black lesbians. She suggests that the

Black intellectual community is nore homophobic than the ì-arger BLack

commun i Ly:

Since no-one has bothered to str,rdy the

black community's attitudes on ...homo-

sexuality... it is l'¡ot accurate to attribute

homophobia to the mass of black people

(1983:205).

Although speaking about his experiences as a gay man fl'om Maltese

background in Australia, Chetcuti's assertions are highly relevant for

lesbian women:

Ethnic communities, especiall-y their
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Ieadership, should be exposed to what is

really happenitrg in society. The;. sh.r1¿

be forced, also, to speak on behalf of all

ethnic peop-le, not j ust heterosexna.l-s,

(I{otherspoon, 1986: 743-141),

In her social service work rvith first-{eneration Italian migrants,

Melina believes there would be less difficulty than with ltalian

commurìity Ieaders,

if you stood there and said, 'Look, I'm

a raclica-l -lesbian communist f eminist' .

They'd maybe s&V,'But you're a nice lacly,

so it doesntt mat.tert.

She does not declare her l.esbianism because "Itm there to provide a

social service so my sexual preference, Iike my re-ligious ¿lffiliation,

has no bearing". She cloes not believe ethnic community leaders "l'ìave

their fin.qer on the pulse of the community", and because they are mostly

male, would have'great difficulty in accepting her cleclibility because

of her lesbianism. With Italiall re-l-atives, friends and acquaintances,

she is very open, however. For example, if the r{omen she is with "are

really carrying on miserabll'about their husbancls, I just tell- them

there is a solution. 'ltlarry a woman'. Ancl they laugh because they

agree. tt

Several lesbians have written about the need for exposure to their

ethnic communities and thus e.xemplify the high degree of personal agency

in their persona-l identity formation. They assert an awal'eness that they

can actively influence the community's attitudes and acknowLedgement of
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gender and sexuality issues. Ishatova believes in "flaunting" aJ-l

elements of the self as she is

a very important link in the liberation of women,

the .l-iberation of Jews...I am not a contradiction

or impossibility. f{hat could make more sense

than my castl-ng off, in my lifetime, the re-

maining vestiges of woman and Jew as victims, and

asserting my love of self by being women-

identified? I am not here to undermine what is

good in Judaism and Jewish culture. I come to

shake up that which is no longer useful...

Tradition carries me back to my ancestors and

keeps their wisclom and struggLes alive in my

heart. Br¡t please! spare me the oppressive

. nonsense...We are strengthening the fabric of

Jewish identity by stretching what it can

incLude( 1982: 774-175) ,

Klepfisz also sees much value in her Jewish culture:

It is from Jews that I adopted ideal-s th¿t I

still hold and principles that I still l¡elieve

in...It was from Jews that I learned about the

necessity for resistance...I am clearly their

product,. . [and] I write as much out of a

Jewish consciousness &s I do out of a lesbian/

feminist consciousrìess...They merge and bLend

a,nd blur- for in many ways they are the same

(1982: 107-108 ).
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In borl, the above exanples, the writers are not just mixinq elements of

ethn'-uÍty, gender altd sexuaÌity r.rnti-l- they arrive at a comfortable point

of compl-ementarity, Rather', they are challenging or critiquing eleme¡ts

sucìt es traditional ethnic or religious values and thereby activell.

reclefining these categories.

Similarly, JeweJ.le Gomez and Barbara Smith see their positions as Black

lesbians being difficult and yet enriching of themse-lr.es and their

communities. As Gomez says,

we straddle the fence that says we cannot

be the uplifters of the race and lesbians

at the same time. ..But you know, I think

that our ability to see the need to keep

the family intact is what is going to be our

saviour ancl help pt'eserve the Black

community. As lesbians, we have so much to

t,each the BLack community about survival

( 1990:54 ) .

0n the other hand, Ìesbians such as Carmen, Gail, Shaila, Pratibha

believe we need to respect and understa¡rd a woman's choice not to'come

out'to her ethnic family and community. Neverthel,ess, it must be

recognized that not'coming out'"cloes exact a terrible toll" of living

a "ìruge personal-/pol-iticaL l-ie". The maintenance of sil-ence means that

the women that follow also fincl it more difficult to break t-hat

silence(1984:54), Again, they speak in terms of a woman choosing not to

'come c-¡ut' despite the clif f iculties this may ensue rather than a -Lesìrian

feeling coerced into a position of silence. It woulcl appear that the
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l-esbian needs to decide which is the greater "terrible toll": (coming

out' ancl risking discriminatj-on and alienation, or renaining closeted

and risking the interna-L discomforts and social juggling that may

entail. Thus, bhe choice ma"v be based on the better of limited,

ciifficult. options, but neverthe-less bhe lesbian must decide ancl acL upon

her choice ancl make her decision a positive one. Caterina states that

"not coming out" is her "choice" ¡¿ith her family and community albeit an

"rrncomfortabÌe" one until a time when her parents wilJ. ask her, "Are you

a lesbian". Luisa has decided she will never 'come out' to her parents

not want to jeopardise the "strong bond" she has withbecause

them and which she sees as valuable. Neither cloes she want to break her

Italian community as her "Ita-lianness" is "a good part ofìrond with the

her".

Hidalgo has conducted a rese&rch study within the 'cr¡ltural

complemntarity' model- that investigates the issues concerning 'coming

out'. From her 1976 study of 61 lesbians to her 1984 study, she

identifies the trend in the young Puerto Rican lesbian community of

becoming more visible, political and organized, both within their

background community and within the mainstream American socì.ety.

Families are increasingly accepting of lesbian members, having been

influenced by the "sexual revolution" and having become aware of the

existence and realities of lesbianism from the first women who bravel-v

'came out'. Thus, the more exposì.rre to ì.esbians, the more l-ikely are the

families and community to accept or at least tolerate them, Individuals

who have positive interactions with lesbians are the nost accepting and

sltpportive of a Iesbian I i f estyle regardless of class and edrrcat ional

Ievel of either the lesbian or ÌreLerosexual person. Female members of

she does
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families are more accepting than male members, and younger women more so

Lltan older women. Puerto Ric¿rn lesbians are therefore increasingly airle

t.o reJ-y on two "extended f ami lies": their bloocl-relatives, and their
Puertrr Rican lesbian sisters. More ancl more are "in char'ge" of their
intl ividual al¡cl community -lives. "Harmony" as a puerto Rican and a

lesb i¿rn is becomitìg more accessible, ancl f ewer wome¡ are a1 l9r,,ilrg

themselves to be coerced and torn apart by their "triple

oppression"(1984:115). And as Me-Lina believes, they can make an impact

on moclifring gender erpectations for all- women r+ithin the ethnic

commttnity. For exampJ-e, she was raised with the traditional expecations

of marriage and motherhood, alld although she still detects a wish among

some that "things could be diffelent", she also feels "that if I had a

bab.v alrd w¿-rs in love with a lovely lesbian womau, my mother woulrl be

rapt with t.he grandchild". Likewise, her example has lessenecl the degree

of qencler roLe coercion heterosexual- rdomen members of her family ma.v

face.

Romallo has achieved siqnificance and acclaim within the Italian-American

society for writings on Ital,iatr-American, both lesbian and heterosexual,

concerns. Her poems, suclt as "The Fly" and "Vendetta" were acceptecl for

publicatiotr by'straight' academic Italiau-American .journals. Moreover,

she is on the board of aclvisors of s in Italian I âtì

academic and literary.journal-. Her paper, "coming out olive in the

Lesbian Community: Big Sistet' is l{atching You" created a controversy i¡

the Anglo-American lesbian community but was welI-received at the

American Italian HistoricaÌ Association conference in 1989. She rvas

nominated for the Association's awards as a Notal¡Ie Italian-American

woman' and edits her own magazine of Ita.l-ian-American writing called La
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BeLla Figura. Her poetr-v e-rplores the intersections of ethnicit Vr

sexuality and gender or discusses each category separtely in ways that

readers can associate with: mothering, families, Italian culture,

racism, lesbianism, American stereotyping of ethnic cultrlres. The

publishing of essays and literature by Black and ethnic lesbians is ver.v

important in validating lesbian e.xistence, dispelling myths and

stereotypes, and helping families to nnderstancl their lesbian

members(Mays, 1982; Gottlieb, 1983). As Romano proves, the ethnic

community can certainly be made aware of the reality of lesbian

identification throngh publishing and participation at Ìeadership

levels.

TraveLling bäck to t.he "home country" may also be significant in a

Ìesbian woman's awareness of forces and trends away from t-he potentially

insulated,nrìcl "time-warped" culture of a migrant community. Connecting

with r^'omen who have similar cultural" backgrounds and "u*et are well on the

way to claiming visibility as lesbíans may be significant. EuÌalia(1979)

speaks of travelling to Itall as having led to a new pride in being

Italian. In Italy, research st.udies by feminist-lesbian groups such as

CLI (Collegamento Fra Le Lesbiche Italiane or It.alian Lesbian Link) show

that lesbianism is gradually qaining acceptance and a political voice,

in 1985, 70 women responded to a questionnaire issued by CLI. Of the 70,

47 said their famil,ies knew of their lesbianism, out of which 13 had

openl--v acceptecl it. 43 women said the know-ì.edge had not ruptured

familial- relationships, and .15 said they had not facect verbally or-

physical-L¡¡ violent repression f rom their f ani I ies. 42 acbiveLy

participated in feminist groups and 46 mainly associated with other

lesbians. Despite this fanilial openness, 45 women said they did not
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feel acceptecl in the wider society and 37 hacl e.xperienced verbal ancl

physical violence in the ¡rider society. Indeed, 53 felt offended at

meclia representatiolts of -tesbianism. Nevertheless, and perhaps because

of gt'owing familial support altd lo.vaÌty, 66 preferrecl to be lesbians.

The altove discttssion points to the fact that Ìesbians c;hoose whet,her 1-o

tcome orrtt rrr not, and those r'ho do tcome outt are actively engaged in

re-educating family and community members, and challengiug tlìe wider

society's stereotype of traditional, patriarchai. ethnic lamilies ancl

communj.ties that condemtr or are ignorant of homosexuality. Personal

agency thus affect.s both community acknowledgement and social ascription

and paves the way for future lesbians to have an easier time in

negotiating bheir sexuality, ethnicity and gender locations.

b) Choice with the Wider AngJ-o Society.

As mentioned above, the wider society a-ì.so stancls to benef it f rom

lesbians from ethnic backgrourtds activel.y challenging ethnic and sexuaL

sterotypes. Yet, very few wr-itings approach the intersection of

ethnicity and lesbianism with the wider Anglo cc;mmunity from Lhe model

of 'cultural complementarity'. Dunsford and Hawtlìorne, in the

introduction to their coll-ection of Australian and New Zealand lesbian

writings The ExplodinÊ Frangipani, believe that, "daughters of

immigrants" are adapti¡lg more easi-Ly to "l-esbian exj.stence" a¡rd vow

"never lo be assimilated or colonized l-ike their parerrt,s weÍ'e" ( 1990; 9 ) .

Or perhaps, what the wicler societ.¡' thinks of olle is ltot as

what one's ethnic and lesbian community think. Espin(1987)

i mpor t.ant as

bel ieves that
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re,jection from the mainst,¡'eam society does not carry the same weight as

rejection from ethnic and lesbian-feminist communities. For example,

caterina chooses to be quite open about her relationship with her

partner in the streets of Adelaicle: "I{e don't hide it when we're out

because [liat put too muclt strain on our relationsìrip". She speaks of

c.:ases wllere ¡leople are "rl¡cle" brrt "thatts the price you pay. I tcl rather

get shouted obscenities and shout them back". And if the "news" found

its wa.i'to Ìrer parents, there is the chance that tìrey woul.d ask her

a,bout her sexnality and then she could (come out'to them.

If they were to ask me, "Are you a

lesbian?", I would say yes. That woulcl be

such a load off my shoulders...Then I could

say, "well, take nre or Leave me",

Hence, Caterina chooses to be quite open in the wider community and use

i t to her eventr.lal advantage with the hope that her parents rvill hear of

her ¿tctjons and be forced to ask her about them, This would give her bhe

opportuttity to asselt her sexuality ¿rnd place the onus back on her

parents to decide whether they will accept it or not,

Silvana also feeLs that what the rvider society thinks of her is

insignificant and she is quite open with her partner in the streets of

Adelaide. She recalLs a picnic next to an "Anglo family fishing" and the

clifficulties the famill'experienced at having two lesbian women being

" lotltl encl loving" were a sorlrce of amusement. However, she also s¡reaks

of harassment in her own neighbourhood and in the street when the.y are

open-l.v af f ectio¡rate but she adds, "f dotì't think we should let society

stop t-hat in Lls. "
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Chrystos(1981) writes that tlte wider society tends to be indifferent to

lesbians and ignorant of lesbisns from ethnic backgr.ounds. yet, ¡rese

attitudes are less damaging to a woman than the blatant racism often

etlcc¡tt¡ltered in the femirlist community, and the heter<>sexism encounterecl

in the ethnic community, as these two groups are significant to her.

On bhe other hatrd, Maggid(1982) believes it is possible to rvork rvith

sections of the wider society to tackl-e specific issues of concerp:

We clo not have to agree with our allies

on ever'Iy' point in order to join in coalition

around specific issues. Even when we encor¡nter

less than enthusiastic support of a lesbian/gay

lifest,yle, or when we encounter anti-Semitism

land/or racism] in other movements, we can

continue to work with people, trying to educate

them in the process. This requires firmlf

standing up for ourselves and taking the risk of

speaking out. These alliances also require

introspection( 1982: 119 ) .

Clarke beLieves the wicler society can and is learning vital lesso¡s from

lesbians of ethnic backgrounds, such as "freedom from antiquatecl gender

prescriptions and proscriptiorìs", the idea of bonding alld relationships

as "mutual, reciprocal, as infinitely negotiable", ancl t.he complexities

and intricacies of ethnic cultures. The taboo between interracial

relationships is also further confronted as lesbians resist bei¡g bouncl

by "white man's racist, sexist laws" by presenting interracial lesbian

relationships(1981:88). Melina cloes not feel marginal-isecl within the

wider Anglo-Australian society. She is "good" at saying what she wants
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to sa-v about ethnicity, sexuaÌity ancl gettder issues and does not feel

"squashecl". In this way', we c&rì see her ¡rersonaJ- ägency in speaking oì.rt

end educating members of the wider society.

'fhus, lesbians from ethnic background display per.sonal agency in either

acknowledging the importance of the ¡'ider societ,y's ascriptions and

working wlth secbicns of t.,he socriety trr moclif y t,hose ascliptions, or

choosing to ignore or render irrel-evant these social ascriptions.

Certainly, there is iittle evidence of a sense of victimisation that

makes one feel totall-.y l'¡oçerless. Instead, lesbians from ethnic

backgrouncl choose to either dissociate themselves or ignore as much as

possible situati<¡ns that may make them feel like powerless victims, or

r.¿ork r,vi th f actions to assert lheir sense of porverf r¡1 resistance. As

Ca¡raarr wri tes,

see himlthe white ma-Ie] as the evi-I

alI-powerful enemy, however, forces me to

accept little responsibility for my own

oppressiott. It neÉlates my power to change

my status. . . he must. . . clistingr.rish friend

from foe rather than accepting prefabricated

enemies...The erìemy is our urgent need to

stereotype and close off people, places, and

events into isolat.ecl categories ( 1981: 235-236 ) .

c) Choice with the Predomitrantly Anglo-feminist Moveme¡rt.

The'cultural synthesis' modeL sees the pointing out of differences

intencling to fracture any hope of unity but

that

exist amorìg r{omen as not
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propose a ner{ feminist discottrse that provides possibilities for. unit"v

without the erasure of differences. As Sitka describes, feminists neecl

"to make a circle that holcis us aÌl inside but racliates out like a

r i p¡rle ill a lake" ( 1991; 4 ) . Attention to the construction ancl ideolt>grcaJ.

consetìuelìces of everl' community and identit.v would result in a new form

of "c,)mmun i ty-br-ri lclitrq" ancl representation f or al I women, Race , cui tur,-r

alld L-Ìass canno b be erased when considering lesbian-f eminism as a

community. Dunsford ancl Hawthorne(1990) believe there are global

similarities womell share that help in cross-cultural understanding and

the feminist movement is in a better position to "understend the

struggles of others" than any "other group on earth has clone" for its

nlembers understand about invisibility and assimilatiolr that, affect all

r{omen tc varyiltg- degrees interrrationallv(1990:7), Lesbians, for example,

aI'e tlometì whrr are all outsicie their cultures to varying clegrees. Thus,

t-here is ¿r itI'tity or a form of so-lidarit.y or sense of sameness in that

c¡tltsit-lerltood. Caterina clraws her m¿in support from the predomina¡tly

Anqlo-;\ustralialt -lesbian community in Adelaide. She acknowledges that

tltey cannot rea-lly understand, but they try to, arìd say t.hings like,

"Gee, it must be hard being an Italian lesbian", At times tire¡e are

frustrations, especiaÌ 1y with lovers who have "come out L,o their

families and have good rel-ationships with them", and find it difficLrlt

to accept the juggling t.hat remaining closeted to one's famil¡' i¡1yel1'6-.s.

Qr-rintanales is concerned that lesbians create "false enemies" among

themsei-ves by overlooking these i¡rtersections of unity. A Latina lesbiall

who {eneralizes about all wliite rìromerì as racist and c-Lassist need only

look at some of the privileges she nay have over darker-skinned rr'onìen.

Black lesbians who dismiss all non-black women are al,so being r¡Lcist in
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creating "false differences" and clenying the specificity of histor.y,

culture ' identity of the t'arious non-black r{omell . "She also f aIls prey

to the racisb mythologl¡ that color differences are the encl-all

indications of social inequality"(1981:153). It is un-iikely that a smel-L

gl'oup of l-atina or Blacli or Italian-American lesbians wi1l, on its owr.r,

create the femillist transformatj.ons needed in our tiester.n society.

To f ind us squabbling over who ma.1' or

may not be called a feminist, who may

or ila.y not join or take part in this or

that ptrrticr.rlar political group. . . I is a]

privilege... Ias] most women in the worl-d

,j ust eat shi t.

A "comnon, human-woman-lesbien bond" is necessarl- and possible,

overarching our various specific groupings (Quintanales,1981; 155 ) .

It woulcl seem that women can actively resist social ascriptions of what

it rneans to be a lesbian or,lesbian-feminist as well as actively resist

illtertra-L assimilative forces in le-sbian ancl,/or feminist communit¡.

acknowledgement of sameness and negation of differences which may be

integral parts of a woman's personal identity. Rainone believes that the

power of feminisn is its insistence on "connections between types of

oppression", and sees the future as necessitating the development of a

connectedness "that allows for diversity and inspires us... to work in

coalibions...with other lesbians and allies who are radically different

from us"(1987:350). Adams also sees the feminist movement as "smal-l

ar¡tonomous groups, serving as "buii-cting blocks" for larger-scale

coalitions, for the differing contexts of our -[ives foresta]-l t]re

development of any singular purpose emong us(1989:27). Racial separatism
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is good "for forging identity and gathering strength" but the strongest

politics are coalition politics that cover broader issues( Smith and

Smith'1981 :1261. The women's novement can exist as a cluster of smaller

gr.oups constantly negotiating the t,ension between diversity and

fragmentation. These clusters can be organized as a multi-r'oiced

coalition. The remaining penchant for homogeneity, the need to see the

wor-Icl as orclered and understalldable at a glance, stems lrom a relucta¡cr--

by women of privilege to see themselves as oppressors as well as

oppressed, to acknowledge our complicity in each other's oppression

(Lorcle'1981). Sitka provides "tips for wel-I intentioned lesbians who

want to become more aware around the issues of raclsm and culturaL

prejuclice" itt ConnectinA Cul-tures, thus proving how important issues of

culture have become for the lesbian movement in Australia(1991:13).

Thrts, r"/omerì can organize smaller groups within the f eminist movement

according to ethnic backgrounds and lesbian concerns. Margaret Fischer

is the co-founder of JAFL (Jewish Adelaide Feminist Lesl¡ians). In San

Francisco, BASIL (Bay Area Sicilian and Ital-ian Lesbians) exists with

over fifty women on its mailing l-ist. sAL (sydney Asian Lesbians) was

forned in 1990 and joined ALOA (Asian Lesbians Outside Asia), an

international network. Many ethnic-American and ethnic-English lesbians

speak of establishing ethnically-based support networks that synthesize

the specificities of ethni-city, lesbianism and feminism. Thus, tlrere is

the need for separate spaces in order to prevent "ethnic death", as wel,l

as the need for "merging"(QuintanaJ-es, 1981:151-154).

Lesbians from ethnic l¡ackgrounds have much to offer the feminist

movement and must assert t,his. l{hatever issue they confront, it is
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usuall-y processed from the perspective of ethnic i-dentity

(Hida-Lgo,1984). These assertiolìs assume personal agency on the part of

alI women within the feninist movement. They also assume that lesbians

from ethlric backgrounds catr rel¡' upon the feminist moveme¡t a¡d,/or

ìesbian community to provide options from which the illclividual selects

aspects that complement or synthesise n'it,h otller aspects of t.he self.
For example, the Anglo-femillist movement can assist in the peeling off
tlf "l¿¡'g¡'s of false instructioll ancl deception" that women "aSsorb in

te¡'ms of morality and being female", whether it is from an ethnic

background andlor wider society source(Er¡lalia, lgZg:3).

Sil-vana has had experiences of marginalisation and coercion with the

predominantly Anglo-feminist. movement but provicles some insights into

where she sees feminism as heading in the future, and why she will
probably "float" back in at times of need. she also explains why she

belier.es feminism will provide far more for'Lesbian women from non-

Eng-lisli-speaking backgrottnds in the future than it has in the past or

does now:

Women are trying to say to each other, tI

understand that you're like this, I under-

stand that I'm like this, but let's,just be

ar{are of it.' Thatts the first step toward

being able to work together to achieve

whatever each of us wants to achieve. It

Ifeminism] is really going to dir.ersify

more as yourìg women with ideas of difference

grow into it. It's going to boom in terms of

academic theor.y. . . Iwith]different strategies.
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d) Summary

A ma.jor criticism of the'cultur.al conflict'model was its depiction of

lesllians from non-English-speaking backgrounds LS passive victims. The

'cultr.rra-I complementariLy or synthesis' model upholds a -Lesbian's

personal agency as a comparatively siqnificant factor in personal

identity formation. Withor.rt pretending that there are no difficult.ies in

negotiating with ethnic family and community, the wider Anglo society

ancl the predominantJ.¡' Anglo-feminist movement, this model clearly

¡tresents ¿r variet¡¡ of ways of undertaking these negotiations in order to

arr-ive.1.t a "comfortable" position, Another positive feature of this

noclel is its ac:knowledgement that these negotiations are ongoing,

shiftin{ ancl modifying, as ethtric, Anglo and feminist groups shift anci

moc-lif.y as we-LI. The'cultural conflict'model appears to fix or render

utrchatr{eable the position of passive victim ancl the cultures of the

social groups around each indiviclual.
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Chapter Six: DISCUSSION AND CÐNCLUSION

If the aj.ms of this sttrdy are reconsiclered, this ilissertatio¡ attempted

to move be.yoncl homogeneous categorisation b.v researchitìg across identity

bottttclaries atrd by investigating the positions of those who are n<¡t the

privilegecl or acceptable representatives of multicultural, feminist and

gay activist minority groups.

Thls stucly attempted to take on the chall-enges ancl multi-dimellsional

demands of multip-Le identity studies. It has revealed the variety of

posiLions i-esbians from non-English-speaking backgrounds can hold, based

on a Lrersonal prioritising of the relat,ive importance of social

ascription, community acknowledgement and personal neecls within the

availabl-e sets of cultural norms and discourses. It has revealed the

djversity of alternatives, experiences altd opiniotrs that exisl from

which lesbians from different ethnic backgrounds, and indeed those

wi t'hin the same ethnic group, make se-Lections. The.y must crrnsicler rrhich

are the most comf ortable or. less probJ.ematic. Tìrus , some wi Ì I maintain

sbrongl identification links with their ethnic cultures, vaÌues anrl

backgrounds. Some become part of the predominantl¡' AngJ-o-lesbian-

feminist movenent. However, it a¡:pears that the majority meander ltetween

the two, their negotiations being based upon choice, need, the

availability of supportive social groups, or what is less emotionally

and ps¡'chological1y "costJ-y". Thus, cultural conflict is present in

these women's experience to varying degrees, as is culturaÌ negotiation

and complementarity. Nevertheless, this study has shor+n the significance
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of

&Iìd

women's active agetìc.v rathet. thatr passivity in dealing with co¡f1ict

selecting elemetìts for complementarity ctr synthesis.

Hence, in response to Henric¡uestquestion posed in chapter Two, "Is the

srrb,ject constitutive ot' coltstituted?" (1984:95 ), it appears that lesbians

from ltotr-English-speaking lrackgrounds are both "locked in" to social

ascriptions and possess "âgenc¡." in resisting or. neq'otiating within

those- ascriptions. In other worcls, this study appears to uphold

Epstein's theory(1987) that both essentialist and constructionist

clebates shottld be transcendecl with their "false opposition" of choice

and constr-aint. The challenge lies in perceiving individuals as

exercising choices rvithin constraints.

B¡'e.xamining the intersections of ethnicity, sexual,ity ancl gencler, tliis
stucly eimed to take severaÌ steps forward in understanding the

sitrrations and negotiations of Lesbians from non-EngIish-speaking

backgrounds. My intention has been to question the invisibility that

often negates their very existence, or constitutes them as the

insignificant other vulnerable to ignorant speculation or

t'epresentation. Al-ong the way, the study has demonstrated the dangers of

other long-standing ethnocentric, sexist, racist and heterosexist claims

based on the need to homogenise, categorise and simplify. In so cloing,

this study posits the potentialities of a conception of men and women as

"displacecl persotls" , clisplacecl f rom tradi tionally narrow notions of

category positions, and refusing to be Locked into one of them. Instead,

a multi¡tlicity of places is upheld which recognizes what can be termecl,

"multiplaced persons".
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Tlte above conclusions are based on three intercorrnected contraclictions

conitnually faced in t.his study in discussing the personal identity

formatiotrs of lesbians ft'om non-En41ish-speaking backgrounds, and thus

the inter'sect,iolts of ethnicity, gender. and seruality. First,

categorisatiott alrd sel-f-categorisation within the these three areas may

controL, restrict and inhibit while simultaneously providing "the

springboard for self-definition and individual- and co_l,lective

resistance"(Weeks, 1987:38). Identity is an interplay of constraint ancl

cpportunity, trecessity for group affiliation and clesire for individual

freeclom. This leads to the second contraclict.ion. Identity is as much

ascribed as it is a 'clloice' . Ethn j city, sexua-l-ity and gender are

soci¿tlly defined ancl personally defined. The predominance of one or the

cither wiLl lead to a greater or lesser feeLing of marginalisation a¡d

victimisati,\, and/or a greaLer or lesser feeling of personal agency.

The third contradictj-cn is that ethnic, sexual and gender

iclen t,if ications are about f lnx ancl f ixillg. Iclentities are "precarious

unities of conflicting desires and social commitmeuts"(Weelis, 1987:49),

While attempting to anal-yse, describe and define, there is a risk of

artificially fixillg e cetegory or ascription. Frc¡m an individual to the

wider societal level, identities are in a constant state of flux

(Meekosha and Pettman, 1990), Silvana deals with this dichotomy of flu-r

atrd fixing on an individual level in the following words:

I don't identify as a lesbian. I don't

identify as a heterosexual...I don't want

to be boxed in. Defining myself in any way

is a probLem... [and] whenever I spc-ak I am

constantl¡. making myself .
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Relateclly, Weeks deals wit.h the "necessary evil" of iclentity analysis on

a societa-l Ievel in the f ol lowing rva¡,:

Identity mal'well be a historical

ficf.ion, å corìtrollinq m1.th, a limiting

burclen. But it is at the s¿me tine a

necessar,¡ means of weavin.q our way

through a hazard-strewn world and a

complex web of social re.l-ations

( 1987: 49 ) .

This str-rcly proposes that "multiplaced persons'r may find rveaying through

a "compl-ex web of social- relations" far easier than "placed persons" who

can on-ly deal with difference from a narror{ categorical position that

clefines everything outside itself as the inferior "other". The "complex

web" has intricate patterns and points of contact that afford a greâter

interconnectedness between all its inhabitants, such that in

acknowledginq diversity in others and oneseJ-f , new unities may be

forged. Feminism has an increasing roì-e to play in illustrating how this

r:nity in diversity is possible, I t is ill-r.rstrating how to broaden the

agenda to incorporate the intersections of categories such as ethnicity,

sexuality and gender.

Thus, this study has not provicled one all-encompassing conclusion or

solution. It would be of grave concern if it did. Indeed, its very aim

has lteen to break open past socio-cul-tural conclusions and solutions and

reveal- the neqations a¡rd omissions that made them temporarily possible.

Asian-AustraÌian lesbian Hapþy Ho explains the intersection of social

ascription, community acknowledgement and personal agency in a powerful
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metaphorical cleclaration that captures the spirit and aims of this

s tucly:

This is a time of unrest. The worÌd is

losing its t¡oundaries. The Wall has

f¿lllen ancl the closets âre opening...

5s lesbiatìs we are also a form of

displaced persons. We live with a c-ocle of

orlr or"¿n, we have a culture that often runs

agai nst the graj.n of heterosexual colll.entions

( De I shtar and Sitka, 1991 : I ) ,

The "boul.tdaries" of social ascription appear to be Ioosening while the

"c-Losets" in which persot)s hide due to negative community

acknowledgement are opening. And an important factor encouraging tl'ìese

shifts is personal agency, the running "against the qrain" in pursuit

â persolìal identity negotiated from constantl¡. shifting options.

of

The role of persotral agency is debated and contested by major theories

sr-rch as its negation in post-structuralism in opposition to its

importattce in liberaL humanism. As this study seems to indicate, it does

have a place in determining one's personal ancl social identitl'. If the

feminist belief that "the personaÌ is political" is considered, iL would

appear that theorists may need to move beyond the limitations of both

structuralist and essential-ist arguments to a re-acknowledging of

individual- agency as a significant force. As Edwards writes in her str-rd)'

of social control, "lìuman agency" atìd "resistance" bal-ance the

strttcturalists' emphasis on domination and cultural hegemony. Fenlinists

and others who are

working for change must be chary of giving the
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impression that 'the oppressed' are totally
powerless,...ât the nercy of those with the power

or authority to decide their fate... IbecaLrse]

protest, strug¡¡le and resistance by oppressed

ancl less powerful groups Iand individuals]

is a significant part of human history, leading to major poÌitical,

economic ancl social change. This is because the "structr¡r'es of

domination" attd cotrtrol "always contain weaknesses and contrad.ictions"

that can be manipulated by individuals and minority groups(1ggg:61).

This study has attempted to provide an example of personal agency at

work against or within the clominant discourses of ethnic relations,

sexual relations and g'ender relations.
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Appendix A: llodels of 'Cultural Conflict' and .Cultural_

Conplenentar i ty/Choice' .

Sorrrce: Pallotta-Chiarolli, 1990

I'IGURE 1¡

Paradigm A (approx. 1950?s - late 19?0's)

Australian Hæt

Monoculturalism

Assimilationism

Anglo-Feminism

Italian Migrant

Inseeurity

Traditionalism

Insulation

Ethnoeentrism ç-

Cultural Conflict Model

Coercion of secondgeneration

Personal tdentity 
-) 

Compliance to Either World

\,¡\ Rebellion Against Either World
\

FIGURE 2: Split between Both l{orlds

Paradigm B (approx. 1980's)

¿

Ar¡stralian Host

Multieulturalism

Cultural Pturalismj

Pluralist Feminism

Deereasing

Ethnocentrism

Italian Migrant

Establishment

Familiarisation

Confidence to Change

e--

Cultural Svnthesis Model

Choiee of seeondgeneration

Personal Identity + Best of Both Worlds

\s Negotiation with Both Wortds

\t Understanding the t'Whys and

Whereforesrr of Both Worlds
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Appendix B: The Imprications of conducting This study: The position of

the Researcher.

From personal to professional levels, I receivecl ver.y interestinq ancl

telling responses to my decision to unclertake research into

homosexuality. certainly, most responses were encouraging. However,

there were a range of other reactions that revealed prejudices and

ignorance.

Several people wondered whether it would be possì.ble t.o "find" l-esbians

from Italian background to interview. Did they exist? These initial
queriLls r{ere followed by regular requests for updates on my progress

and, aware of the need for anonymity and confidentiality of the

interviewees, I provided some information. Thus, this stucly proved

indirectl¡; to be a learning experience for many heterosexual men and

r{omell' some of whorn were from ItaLian-Austrelian background a¡d yet had

never considered the possibility of the existence of Italian-Australian

lesbians.

Another question that was frequently posed to me by both heterosexual

and honosexual men and womerì, of both ltal-ian-Australian and A¡g1o-

Australian backgror¡nds, was "Why do you want to study them?"

M} own sexual identity was questioned and several people intimated that

I could be a "closet lesbian". One marì approached my hr:sband and askecl

him r+hether he was aÌ{are that his wife was conducting "such a study" and

"mixing with such people". My husballd's casual unconcerned manner ancl

his statements that he aLso knew some of the women invol-ved in my
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research as friends, further heightenecl this man's suspicions that

"sonething was not right" with this married couple.

Therse types of respolrses Ìrighl ight the extent to rt'hich homophobic ancl

lesbophobic attitudes sti-Ll prevail, and the eviclent neecl to ,justify
such a stud¡' by presuming the "closet homose,ruality" of the researcher.

It appears that many people in our society may know of the existence of

homosexu¿rl persons ancl yet assume that they renain detached from

heterosexual persons, ¡vho would not want to associate with "them"

an}'wal', let alotre wanting to work with "them" in uncovering heterosexist

vietvs. Thus' some of the "stigma" of homosexuality was tr.ansferrecl onto

fie, givillg me a "taste" of what lesbians and gay men from any background

must deal with on a claily basj.s,

.l ma,jor example of this stigmatisation was the politicaÌ use of nry st¡cly

tcpic to discredit a group of women from non-English-speaking

backgrounds in the Education Department, who ranged from classrùom

teachers and principals through to women in senior admillistrative

positions. This support and professional development group is known as

MARIA.

Newspapers headlined their articì-es with a labeL that had been applied

to the MARIA group, the "women's mâfia", and alJ.egations were made that

t,he rvomen in senior positions within the group had manipulated thei¡ way

inlo these positions. It was also suggested that these T{omen incl-uded a

raclical lesbian group. As stated in Hansad parliamentary papers 4-11-91,

the women were said to include a ."radica-l feminist mafia fringe" which

was "using the group for its own purposes". The one pi.ece of evidence
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for this allegation proved to be the note I had placed in the miputes

asking for assistance with my project. I wasÌabelled "Ms X" and my

minutes' notice was quoted in full. It read:

Ilfs X] is researching the intersection, conflicts

and issues concerning the above broad categories

[.:thnicity, sexuality and gender] particularly the

lack of a non-English-speaking background lesbian

voice in AngJ.o-feminism and Anglo-lesbianisn in

Australia. Anyone knowing of any l_iterature or

resources available on the above may contact MARIA

. . . strictest conficlentiality assured.

I received much support from the other members of .MARIA who believed my

dissertation proposal had been used to sensationalise, stigmatise and

raise hosti1it¡' to the group in order to assert other ethnocentric,

racist and sexist claims. Claims commonly revolved around tlie view that

some of these r{omen could not have achieved such prominent positions in

the Education Department without "dirt¡. dealing" and "mafia tactics",

I also found that I was criticised by a number of Anglo-Australian

feminist-lesbians who did not believe I should lte conducting such a

study as I was appropriating other women's stories and I was not a

l-esbian woman myself. They also queried my sexuality which provecl

worthwhile in not onÌy reversing the usuaÌ situation of homoserual

persons being expectecl to.justify and expJ_ain their sexuality, but in

challenging me to carefuÌIy consider my identities and choices. I was

working on a study that eval-uated Anglo-feminist-lesl¡ianism, and one

which suggested that a dilemma within this lesbian grouping consisted of

its negative potential to demand conformity and make hierarchical
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divisions among

of 'beJ-onging'

feminists anci all ¡vonen. I was forced to face the isst¡es

and'cliffelerrce' in m.y own life.

The f inal weeks of the wri ting,'. of this stritly also coinciclecl with the

¡rubl ication of my blograpliical book, So meorr e You Know which arose or,lt

of my friendship with a homosexual man who diecl of AIDS. This

illtensified criticism by one lesbian-feminist who sarì me as

"perpetttating the good wife and mother, ancl wonan as nurturer myths",

and t,hereby "removed" from the issues of gay men and lesbian women.

Meanwhile, â very traditional womân from Ita-tian background was to

attack me fot'trot re¡rresenting myself as a "good rvife and mother" and

for being neglectful of nurturing resporìsibilities in my biography, my

study and "types of f t'iends". Thus, I found myseJ.f with two women at tr+o

representative extrenres lr-r'ing to ,Locate, deconstruct ancl fix me

according to their pat'ticulal'perspectives. tjnderstalldabLy, iteither was

satisfied with my explanation that as far as possible I refuse to be

dicbated to by both patriarchal- and feminist politics that seek to

confine me within one category,

On the other hand, many NESB lesbians were very supportive ancl believecl

I was in a "safe" position to ¡nake their stories accessible to otþers,

thereby hopefully making iL easier for them to raise their own voices at

a later stage. They commetrtecl that they fel-t close to me clue to a sharecl

Italian bacrkground, the sense of belonging in many worlds ancl u¡iti¡g

across clifference, and were critical of the attitude dispì-ayed by the

critical lesbian-feminist which was seen as arì exampÌe of copying

patriarchal "confot'm or divide" methods. Nevertheless, it was concerning

that there often appeat'ed to be a reversal of ethnocentrism in action
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whereby "all Angj.o-.Australian lesbian-feminists" rrer.e qeneralisecl about

or criticisecl in several of the cliscussions by NESB Iesbians. Indeed, I

founcl I had to cot.lsciously be aware of ¡lot. voicing t.hose generalisations

m¡'self , alìtì real ised ltow easy it ís to speak in sintple c:ategories anci

stereot.r-¡,rr-s.
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APPCNdiX C: iIETHODS CONCERNING THE INTERVIEWING OF ITALIAN-AUSTRALIAN

IESBIANS.

Fotlr sec:tlnd-generation It¿rlian-Austra-lian rromen livinq in Aciela.ide were

illterviewed. Three were in their late twe¡rties ancl one in ìrer early

f orties. Thei r occnpations incluclecl emp-Loyment in sociel- services ,

clerical work, business, postfraduate studies. The parents of these

women had migrated to Australia from southern Italian rural areas, I

sought as far as possible women with \¡ery similar backgrounds because I

was interested in ¡roting the diversity of opinion ancl experience amongst

even tirese women,

The interviewing schedu-le involved three steps: initial introductions

.e.ncl cliscussions by phone; tJre actual interview at the home of the

intet'vi ewee usuaÌly consisting of a half hour of discr.rssion; the reracling

of the transcripts b.v the itrterviewees, which tn'as then f ollowed by the

irrclusion of further explanatory mater.ial and editing to conceaf

identities.

A detailed list of questions rvas r¡secl l¡ut cliscussion flowecl freely with

the questions serving as gr-ricle. The f ollowing are the broad questions

used from which specific questions particularly related to the lives of

the interviewees could be drawnt

1 ) Famil y

Hhat are your re-lationships rvith .vour f amily? Have you 'come o¡t' as a

lesbian? I{hy or why not? Is your famil.y important to you? l{hy or why

trr-¡t? How?

2 )Ethnicity
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Is your ethnic backqround significant to you? How? t{hy or why not? what

values, attitudes, customs are valuable to you, if any? Do you feel

invisib-Le, silencecl as a lesbialt in the Italian community?

3 )Wider Australian Society

Do yott lee-t triply marginal isecl- as ethnic, lesbian r woman- in the r+i clet'

Austra-Iian aoceity? Does it matter to you? what do you think of meclia

sterotypes ,/si lences on lesbians f rom I'IESB?

4 ) Anglo-feminist Movement

t{hat are your relationships/ points of participation in the

predomittantly Anglo-feninist movemetrt? With the predomina¡tly Angl-o-

lesbian movement? Is your ethnicity an issr¡e- ignoredr positive,

problem? Does it provide a su¡rportive framework, a community?

These interviews were of equal value to the r+ritten sources. As stated

in bhe introduction, the diversity of sources- oral, written (anecdotes,

essâ"ys, research), and literary(poetry and play)- complemented each

other. The sources provided an intricate and thorough representation of

the diversity of theoreticaÌ and experientiaJ. positions,

Oakl-ey's approach to interviewing wonen proved a valuable guideline for

it. critiqued "textbook recipes" and traditional criteria for

interviewing, such as the interviewer as detached expert and interviewee

as "ob,jectified data base"(1981:30). I conscior.rsly atte':.¡rt,ed to avoicl

rrdo¡tting exploitative attitudes toward the Itaì i ,,r-Anstralian lesbians I

iltterviewed ancl instead tried to mat', the interviewing process r.rseful to

lhe interviewees. Inda.r, the participants found the sessions useful in

cl-arifying their'¡wtÌ &ttitudes, in fincling out about each other's

existence and experience, as well as gaining information about other
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studies on lesbians f rom non-Eng-l-ish-speaking backgrouncìs. In these ancl

other ways' the interviewing couÌd be viewecl as'empoweri¡g'for the

participants. The intelviews did, for exanple, provide the women

involvecl with new iltformation, positive feeclback ancl encour.agement..

Moreover r tìre intervieÍïs openecl up new at'errLles f or reading about ancl

engagitrg in discl-tssiotrs oll issues that the¡,'hacl wantecl to voice but hacl

not known how to begin or if anyone el-se ¡¡as interested. Indeecl , an

importatrt outcome of this dissert¿tion wilt be founcl in the meeting of

the participants and other friends to celebrate the completion of the

research and bo start a new support network.

As Oakley's approach proposes, the relationships between the researcher

a¡rd interviewed were hopef ul.l-y basecl on a degree of "reciproci ty" a¡cl

were comparative]y non-hierarchical. I answered the interviewees'

questions about my c)rïn sexuarit¡., upbringing, relationships, ancl

feminist principLes and thus, the words "conversations" and

"participants" are far more accurate than the one-sicled ancl hierarchical

exchaitges denoted by the words "interview" and "interviewee". Indeecl,

the Ìaughter' intimacy and conversational 'sidetracks', as well as the

sharing of photos and memorabilia in the couple of hours it took to

gather about twenty minutes of information, were inclicative of a

pleasurable, even joyful, exchange celebrating both sinilarities and

di fferences.

The participants were a-Lso given control over rvhat t.hey wished to sa¡-

and what they wanbed to conceal. The.y were given the opportunity to edit

the transcripts ancl provide fulther explanations and elaborat,ions.
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Botll the participatrts ancl m.1.self agreecl that the relationships that

began or were cleepetred through the research process were enriching ancì

vaLuable. Melina was deli.ghtect to be introduced to the nritings of Rose

Romano ¡rltd be able to correspond with her in the United States. Luisa

believed she had qaiuecl much positive affirmation from knowing ther-r:

were otirer r{omell in her position with whom she could per-haps speak. She

rvas pleased to discover that at the very least, issues of im¡:r:rtance to

her were being raised overseas ancl increasingly so in Aust.ralia.

Caterina considered her participation had helpecl her reco¡rsicler her owll

sler.ec-:types of lteterosexual Italian-Australian women, while Sj. lvana was

pleased to have an opportunity to share her ideas on issr.¡es that she hacl

been carefully thitrking about for many years.

As 0akley writes, "persortal involvement", subjective bias ¿uicl influerlcle

c.¡ver lhe participants is unavoiclal¡le, Indeed, she asse¡ts "perso¡al

illvolvenlettt is... the conclition under rvhich people come to know eaclr

other anrl to admit others into their Ìives"(1981:b8). oakley proposLrs

that the traditional male model of scientific or 'hygienic, rersearch

should be chaLlenged. This study, within its Limited scope, clemcnstrates

the advantages of that challenge, I{ithout 'personal involveme¡t,, the

oral sources would simply not have been available ancl hence an

invaluab]-e counterpoint to the largel,y non-Australian written materials

would have been lost,
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